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Abstract
The aim of this master thesis is to examine the coverage pattern of major international news
agencies, Reuters, AP, and AFP with an emphasis on speakers and quotes, especially when they
cover political issues in particular countries. This master thesis builds the premise that today’s
journalism can be improved in terms of the press performance and one way to pursue this is
seeking and trying out various alternatives. The research picks one alternative, multiperspectival
news among others in order to look into how well the news media present various perspectives in
society to carry out their journalistic role. To investigate the coverage pattern of news agencies,
this master thesis performs content analysis on news articles of three news agencies at two
different analysis levels. The research first looks at article level analysis. This part of analysis
attempts to provide a look regarding the amount of news articles about certain countries and the
source usage in news articles. Then, this master thesis gives a look at paragraph level analysis.
This part accounts for a further look into the quote usage by paragraph and dominance of each
source in quotes.
The results reveal a few noteworthy points. First, news agencies have preference when
they cover political news about particular countries, so that they tend to produce more news
articles covering those nations. This favor is tilted towards a few countries such as France,
Germany, and the U.K. Second, news agencies do not have particular coverage patterns in
sourcing. Even though they produce more news articles about certain nations, they do not put
more sources in those news articles. Third, news agencies do not have discernible coverage
patterns in quoting either. Regardless of the countries that they cover, news agencies tend to put
quotes in news paragraphs with a 50/50 chance. Lastly, news agencies do have very clear and
firm preference for quoting certain sources. News agencies have coverage patterns that show a
deep affinity with high-status political elites and government officials rather than the one with
ordinary people.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Cases of <The NYTimes> and <The Independent>
In 2014, the innovation report of the New York Times got leaked. The report included the New
York Times’ effort to develop their ability to embrace change and adjust to the times (Benton,
2014). In 2016, a renowned British news media, the Independent officially confirmed the
cessation of their printing with the last editions in March. The new owner of The Independent
Evgeny Lebedev said “the newspaper industry is changing, and that change is being driven by
readers.” He also added that “they are showing us that the future is digital.” (Sweney, 2016) The
arrival of internet brought many changes to the news industry, increasing and diversifying the
ways that people get their news on a daily basis (Gans, 2011). Although the way that the main
stream news media deliver their news to the public has been rapidly changed (Benton, 2014;
Sweney, 2016), a large amount of the news content that people get on a daily basis through
various platforms still comes from the conventional news media such as newspapers, magazines,
television and radio news (C. A. Paterson, 2011). It is a proven fact that the mainstream media
such as the New York Times experimented by repackaging old content in new formats with a
collection of videos and got huge hits exclusively because their readers shared that news content
on social (Benton, 2014).
As the struggle of the mainstream media to find out the very best way to adapt to change
and survive is crucial in this fast-changing digital era, it is also important to be aware of where
the source of their news content is. In fact, a bulk of the news that the audience gets from the
conventional news media is from the output of the news agencies (C. A. Paterson, 2011). A
previous research revealed that the dependence of other news media on news agencies is
considerably high (Hjarvard, 2001; C. Paterson, 2001). According to a research performed by
Paterson (2001), “there is an identical or nearly identical paragraph provided a few hours earlier
by news wires” (Ibid., p. 88) in news articles produced by major news media including CNN,
BBC, and MSNBC. They showed high dependence especially on certain news agencies, Reuters,
Associated Press, and AFP. This indicates that although the audience gets news through various
news platforms including mainstream news media, many people still receive news origins from
news agencies whether they are aware of it or not.
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In their 2014 innovation report, the New York Times stressed two things as the key “to
thrive in a rapidly changing digital media landscape” (The New York Times, 2014, p. 9);
growing the audience, and strengthening the newsroom. The report noted that to let the audience
“find and engage with their journalism” (Ibid., p. 25), the current main newsroom strategy,
making quality journalism has to be changes, so that they could attract more readers. Expecting
that the New York Times can make their journalism better, the 2014 innovation report suggested
the need for changes in their current newsroom maneuvers. Reflecting today’s reality of the news
industry, media studies on alternatives for better journalism represent an attempt to provide
answers. As seen in cases of the New York Times and the Independent, the need for changes is
urgent more than ever. For these reasons, studies on many different alternatives have been
performed.

1.2 Multiperspectival News as One Alternative
Multiperspectival news is one of many alternatives. Herbert Gans defined “multiperspectival
news” in 1979 in his book, Deciding what’s news: A study of CBS Evening News, NBC Nightly
News, Newsweek and Time. Multiperspectival news reporting is more diverse than national news
that he observed then. “It seeks news about other subjects that are newsworthy for the variety of
audiences in the total news audience; it obtains news from many other sources, including
ordinary citizens, and its reports a variety of political, ideological, and social perspectives.”
(Usher., 2011) Studies on multiperspectivalness have been growing in importance with
increasing interest on diversity issues in various academic spheres (Benson, 2009; Gans, 1979,
2011). As studies on multiperspectivalness of news stemmed from studies on journalistic
objectivity (Gans, 1979; McQuail, 2010), scholars have focused on examining and measuring the
level of multiperspectivalness in different ways (Benson, 2009; McQuail, 2010). The diversity of
media content can be measured according to numerous dimensions. They could be, for example,
“genre, taste, style or format in culture and entertainment; news and informational topics covered;
political viewpoints, and so on” (McQuail, 2010, p. 206). Despite growing importance of
multiperspectivalness studies, there has been little empirical research. In this regard, Benson
(2009) stressed that empirical research that “systematically measures or explains variation in the
degree of press multiperspectivalness” (Benson, 2009, p. 403) is needed. Previous studies have
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built the research based on previous cross-national comparative studies (Benson, 2009; Benson
& Hallin, 2007; Hallin & Mancini, 2004). That is, rather than looking into platforms that cover
broad range of subjects such as news agency, they have mainly examined multiperspectivalness
of news media based in certain countries such as France or the United States (Benson, 2009;
Benson & Hallin, 2007).
Yet in his seminal study on multiperspectival news, Gans (1979) made a clear point that
news reflecting all the perspectives in society is not feasible. Instead, he reached to the
conclusion that news including multiple perspectives of various social actors is the most ideal
form of news. Gans also noted that pursuing multiperspectivalness is an efficient way to realize
general representation, so that various social actors could get involved in formatting public
discourse and ultimately shaping the political climate (Gans, 2011, p. 9). This academic
argument mostly stems from democratic normative theory which suggests that news media
should promote a broad range of perspectives. Benson (2009) underlined this idea with his
empirical research, noting a few factors that shape multiperspectivalness. In his research, Benson
also suggested a way to quantitatively analyze news articles. To measure the level of
multiperspectivalness, he used original content indicators including quoted or paraphrased social
actors within the given news articles. Throughout previous studies mainly Gans’ and Benson’s,
there seems to be academic basis both for theoretical and empirical background for this master
thesis.
Presuming that firstly there are ideal forms of news, so today’s journalism can be
improved (Gans, 1979, 2011; McQuail, 2010; C. A. Paterson, 2011), and secondly
multiperspectival news is one of many alternatives to make news better (Gans, 1979, 2011), this
master thesis got birth from one simple and generic research question. “Are they
multiperspectival?” The research focuses on what journalistic field can do rather than tasks that
other fields such as political and economic field can perform. More specifically, this master
thesis aims to discuss about today’s press performance with an emphasis on what journalists and
editors can and what they actually do. The research tries not to only investigate the current press
performance but also give some ideas on its future performance, especially on how this can get
improved. Based on this, five research questions were suggested. 1) Is the amount of news
articles varied by nation? 2-1) How often did they use quotes? 2-2) How many sources did they
use? 3) How dominant each speaker in quotes? 4) What is the type of quotes used the most?
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1.3 What Makes This Research Different
This research mainly follows the footstep of Benson’s study (2009) but it has three different
aspects. First, instead of looking into news media based in certain countries that mentioned
before, this study aims to examine news platforms that have offices in most countries of the
world and cover all areas of information. So it examines news coverage patterns of major
international news agencies; Thomson-Reuters (Reuters), Associated Press (AP), and Agence
France-Presse (AFP). Examining news agencies enables the study to revisit the role of the media.
This builds on several strains of democratic normative theory suggested that the press should
encourage comprehensive debate among diverse kinds of individuals and organizations (Benson,
2009, p. 402). Second, in contrast to the most prior empirical research on multiperspectivalness,
this research focused on a few European countries. This study asks the question that if news
agencies have different coverage patterns when they report political news about specific
countries. For this, the research examines 6 different European countries, France, Germany, the
U.K., the Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland. Third, instead of looking into all the factors
that shape multiperspectivalness suggested by Benson, the present research rather focuses on the
influence of journalistic norms and practices in order to see the role of news media. That is, this
study dissects quotes to measure the degree to which individuals or organizations from diverse
institutional fields are quoted or paraphrased in news accounts.
Suggesting that seeking diversity is necessary in terms of the role of the international
news agency (Benson, 2009; Gans, 1979; McQuail, 2010; C. A. Paterson, 2011), this research
tries to measure the degree of multiperspectivalness of news through empirical research. It
especially aims to dissect the given news articles by analyzing them in both quantitative and
qualitative way. This study, also, focuses particularly on press performance other than political,
economic, or cultural factors, highlighting the influence of journalistic norms and practices on
multiperspectival news. The study investigates if news agencies report the similar amount of
news for particular countries regardless who they cover or what they mainly report. To choose
those specific nations to examine, this master thesis considered not only conventional measures
such as its GDP, population, but also new measures including the potential and vision of the
country. More specifically, it seems like it is easier to find news articles on websites of
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mainstream media covering certain nations such as the U.S., Russia, France, Germany, etc., than
others. This master thesis assumes that this is partly because of a tendency that sorting countries
out only using simple and conventional measures as mentioned. To seek more diversity, however,
it is needed to see nations in different perspectives, counting their potential, qualitative traits as
well. Although pursuing more diversity may not be the main task for some media conglomerates,
it may be news agencies’ tasks especially considering its critical influence on the news industry
and their roles as journalism. Those notions led the study to the conclusion that looking into
news coverage patterns of news agencies for certain countries and seeking the way to improve
today’s journalism would be fruitful.
As mentioned earlier, this master thesis examined 6 different European countries, France,
Germany, the U.K., the Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland. It analyzed news articles
produced by three major international news agencies, Reuters, AP, and AFP in 2015. 100 news
articles from each country were collected, so overall 600 news articles were analyzed. The
analysis was performed at two different levels, an articles level and a paragraph level. An article
level analysis was operated to look into the number of news articles for certain countries and the
mean number of speakers in news articles. Also, a paragraph level analysis was performed to
examine frequency of the quote use and dominance of each speaker. Throughout those
examinations, the master thesis tries to measure the level of multiperspectivalness of news
agencies both in quantitative and qualitative perspective.
As a result, this master thesis found some interesting coverage patterns of news agencies.
First, news agencies have firmly formed preference towards certain countries, so they cover
political news about certain nations more than they do for others. This favor of news agencies is
tilted to a few countries. In this case, France, Germany, and the U.K. were privileged while the
Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland were not. Second, news agencies do not have particular
coverage patterns in sourcing that can discriminate different countries. Although news agencies
tend to produce more news articles for certain nations, they do not put more sources in news
articles for particular countries. Third, news agencies do not have distinguishable coverage
patterns in quoting either. Regardless of the country that they mainly cover, news agencies tend
to put quotes in the given news paragraph with a chance of 50 percents. Lastly, news agencies do
have clear preference for sourcing certain groups of speakers when they get quotes from their
news sources. Their coverage patterns show a deep fondness for government officials and certain
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political elites who are representatives of “the powerful.” By doing so, news agencies tend to
afford more views from the top rather than present various perspectives.

1.4 How This Master Thesis Is Structured
This master thesis is composed of 5 big chapters and some of them have several subheadings as
well. Chapter 1 provides a brief overview about this master thesis including what this paper is
about, why this subject is worth to look into, and what this research would mainly examine.
Chapter 2 introduces an explanation and exploration of the background of this thesis and its main
theoretical framework. This part talks about from normative democratic theories, communication
theories to journalistic alternatives including the concept of multiperspectival news. Chapter 3
gives an introduction to the methodology of content analysis which is in large part quantitative.
This part accounts for the reason why this research was mainly conducted by using content
analysis research method. It also gives descriptions and explanations about different variables
that this master thesis used for the research including multiperspectivalness, quotes, and speakers.
Chapter 4 covers the results and remarks, offering relevant answers to the research questions.
This part reports the findings and introduces coverage patterns of news agencies. Lastly, chapter
5 is the conclusion. It gives a brief summary on the research stressing on the findings and the
answers for the research questions. This part also provides some lights on the future study.
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2 Background and Theory
The concept of multiperspectival news is built on academic discussions about the role of the
media since the media have the responsibility to strive for diversity (McQuail, 2010). In addition,
multiperspectival news studies premise that there is the ideal version of news (Gans, 1979), so
that today’s news can be improved. Taking a look into the normative expectations for the media
could give some ideas to seek the way to improve the news. Before this chapter accounts for an
introduction of multiperspectival news, it starts the chapter to give a comprehensive look at the
role of the media and the news of news agencies. This could be helpful to scrutinize where the
concept of multiperspectival news comes from and how it becomes a significant idea.

2.1 The Role of the Media
The mass media are presumed not only to have certain objective effects on society, but also to
serve a social purpose (McQuail, 2010, p. 168). Scholars posit that the role of the media includes
the effects of providing news and information, presenting different perspectives, helping public
opinion to form on issues and facilitating debate (Gans, 2011; McQuail, 2010). Although there
are various opinions about what the media should or should not be doing and on how well they
are performing, much is expected from the media (McQuail, 2010, p. 170). Often the media take
certain unwritten obligations especially regarding pursuing diversity for public interest. Among
other main public benefits that can be expected from diversity, “pursuing media diversity opens
up the way to reach new perspectives, especially ones from the powerless or marginal voices.”
(Ibid., p. 205) So, the media opens the way for social and cultural change after all. This principle
of diversity gets even more emphasized especially when there are the shortcomings of the polity
and the limits on journalistic leeway (Gans, 2011, p. 5).
Previous studies noted that there are a few foundational sources that lead normative
expectations for the media to certain directions such as seeking diversity as mentioned above.
First of all, the most fundamental source of normative expectation for the media builds on the
historical context regarding the role of the media. This view stresses a close tie between political
institutions and the media in free countries. In this vein, the media would be considered as
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“carrier of news and former of opinion” (McQuail, 2010, p. 170) and journalists take a role as
representatives. Although practically “journalists are not either elected to represent anyone nor
able to report on behalf of the public” (Gans, 2011, p. 6), they still try to represent various
individuals and different sectors in society. Scholars claim that this feature is not usually
constitutionally established and cannot be enforced, but neither is it really optional (McQuail,
2010, p. 170). “This role of the media can be related to the much broader orientation of
journalism to the public life of the national society and international community.” (Ibid., p. 171)
In this vein, several strains of democratic normative theory hold that “the press ought to foster a
wild-ranging debate among diverse kinds of individuals and organizations.” (Benson, 2009, p.
402) This is also embedded in press performance and the expression of professionalism
(McQuail, 2010, p. 171). Since journalism started to develop its own professionalism, journalists
set “their own standards of good performance” (Ibid., p. 220) with an emphasis on accountability.
In this vein, journalists often pose as a protector of democracy. However, there are still remaining
tasks for journalists to report political shortcomings such as “systemic injustice, lack of
accountability, inequalities of power, and the several inadequacies of bureaucracies.” (Gans,
2011, p. 5)
Professionalism in journalism took various forms. “It includes the transformation of
organization into associations, the formation of press councils and the drawing up of principles
of good practice in the form of codes of practice and ethics.” (McQuail, 2010, p. 180)
Journalistic norms and practices that emerged out of a particular national journalistic field
(Benson, 2009, p. 404) nurtured diversity in society, and these are adopted and controlled by
journalists themselves. Journalistic professionalism started in the U.S. in the 1940’s then soon
introduced in Europe (McQuail, 2010, p. 181). This movement helped the industry to reveal what
journalism ought to be doing, “suggesting principles for their work such as truthfulness of
information, clarity of information, defense of the public’s rights, responsibilities in forming
public opinion, standards of gathering and presenting information, and respecting the integrity of
the sources.” (Laitila, 1995; McQuail, 2010) Among other central values, standards of truth and
objectivity are paramount (Hafez, 2002; McQuail, 2010). As a result, the predominant emphasis
nearly everywhere is on “the standards of objective (neutral), independent and informative
(factually correct) journalism.” (McQuail, 2010, p. 182)
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Despite this distinguishing emphasis on objectivity in journalism, some scholars noted
that there is a gap between theory and practice (Mancini, 1996; McQuail, 2010). One main
feature of this gap can be related to the supposed independence and neutrality of journalism. This
comes from a feature of journalism that they tend to cooperate with government, political parties,
powerful economic interests and other authorities in practice (McQuail, 2010). This is partly
because the gap between the ideal role of journalists and their press performance in reality. For
example, the ideal role of journalism asks journalists “to pay more attention to what citizens are
doing politically, and what their elected representatives do and do not do for them, by reporting
more those citizen related news” (Usher., 2011). However, in reality, “news is dominated by
journalists reporting what authoritative sources, especially top government officials told them”
(Ibid.). This same coverage pattern of mainstream media seemed like a part of their profession as
well. For example, media organizations have developed internal codes of practices. These codes
are guidelines for journalists and editors to help them to deal with the same and other issues
(McQuail, 2010, p. 182).
Different problems in journalistic field arise and they usually derive from the same basic
principles such as truth, objectivity, credibility, serving the public etc. (McQuail, 2010, p. 182).
Even though the idea of journalists and journalism as profession could have been changed
nowadays, the role of journalism is still firm and journalists have better conditions to perform
their job in a way that they are specifically educated and professionally better trained (Usher.,
2011). In this regard, what journalism needs more now is growing the audience and
strengthening the newsroom (Benton, 2014). Newsrooms of mainstream media have changes, as
have all other workplaces. However, the problem is that they do not show a big difference in
news judgments, sources use, and inclusion of various perspectives (Usher., 2011). This indicates
that there is a room to make further improvements.

2.2 The News of News Agencies
For most of the 19th and 20th centuries the impact of news agencies at an international level was
quite limited while the influence of news media at a national level was strong (C. A. Paterson &
Sreberny, 2004). Even though some major news wires are labeled as international news agencies,
the influence that they have on the public was not that global in the same sense as some of the
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big media conglomerates are today. Since “international” news agencies such as Reuters,
Associated Press UPI, AFP and Tass were originated in particular countries—the UK, USA,
France and Soviet Union then—, they mostly serve for the needs of national news media rather
than the one of their own international audience (Hjarvard, 2001, 2009). The only occasion that
they actually aimed to target the public in other countries and regions was during wars and the
Cold War (C. Paterson, 2003, p. 1). During this period, news media both at an international level
and a national level tended to focus on their domestic audience.
Many features of today’s media were shaped during the 1980s and 1990s. Especially
major international news agencies grew so much during that period. Around the 1980s and 1990s,
deregulations of media industries and highly advanced technologies have arrived. Also, Neoliberalism led the policies of governments of major countries such as the Thatcher government in
UK and Reagan administration in USA. Overall idea of deregulation and privatization brought
the expansion of major international news agencies throughout all over the world (C. A. Paterson,
2011, p. 3). As news agencies established multiple branches in different countries and regions,
sending more correspondents, their influence on the media industry started to get bigger. It was
the advent of news wholesalers (Ibid., p. 3). Targeting the public all around the world, both
international news agencies and news media at a national level started to cross the national
boarder. This fast transition in news industries led the emergence of various actors in society,
expanding horizons of the role of the media. “Dealing with the increased number of stake holders
on foreign affair issues at the same time, news media represents more actors throughout all of the
social fields including governments, corporate business, NGOs, and the civil society” (Hjarvard,
2001, 2009)
The convergence in globalization of news that dates back to about 150 years has brought
the consequences of the domination of three major international news agencies after all;
Thomson-Reuters (Reuters), Associated Press (AP), and Agence France-Presse (AFP). It was the
growth both in volume and importance. Although this phenomenon contributed to its market
diversity by increasing the number of players, it also brought the imbalance of power within the
media industry. This was built up on a predominance of major international news agencies that
based either in the US or big European countries such as the UK, France, and Germany. Since
they have taken up the most influential position, the news flow also got dominated by them.
Since major news agencies were able to directly reach to a large portion of the audience, they got
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substantial agenda-setting influence on other media (C. Paterson, 2003). Although news agencies
purposely avoid overt partiality, they started to be inclined to certain directions. The power to
control on news selection, for example, is centered in London where the home of Reuters is
located. For AP, their news content is mostly shaped in New York where they have the
headquarters. Hence, these big cities are the places that the news agency worldview is shaped
including the control on news selection and editorial tasks. This unidirectional news flow has
been running mostly from the north to the south, from the west to the rest, and from the U.S. to
the rest (C. A. Paterson, 2011). It has been more strengthened for the last few decades because
the retail news media have a tendency to copy and paste news articles of news agencies almost
word for word.
To get the most influential position among others, news agencies took the advantage from
the structural features that mostly came from the marketization of media industries. Those have
been formed with cutbacks of national level media. “During the period of the 1990s, a number of
major news networks around the world including major newspapers, radio, and TV news
downsized their several news parts because of financial issues.” (C. A. Paterson, 2011, p. 3) With
this change throughout the entire industry, retail news media, mainly national media but also
some at international level, have gotten little news sources gathered by themselves. Because of
this, retail news media have relatively limited access to raw material of news while news
wholesalers, major international news agencies manage to gather sources by all means. Since
retail news media do not have direct routes towards the information about certain countries, they
became being dependent on news sources of news agencies (Boyd-Barrett, 1998; Boyd-Barrett &
Rantanen, 1998, p. 21). Likewise, international news agencies became to function not only as a
producer of news content but also a distributor of news. In this vein, news agencies that are often
considered as wholesalers in the news industry, provide the raw material of news shaped
according to their logics and rules (C. A. Paterson, 2011, p. 15).
In the 1990’s news agencies were then by far the major sources of foreign news for other
media especially newspapers (C. A. Paterson & Sreberny, 2004, p. 34). Issues of news agency
coverage revealed discrepancies both in quantitative and qualitative aspects. Firstly, news
agencies’ share of published foreign news was significant. For example, news agencies delivered
from 20 to 50 percents of foreign news published by newspapers (C. A. Paterson & Sreberny,
2004; Sreberny-Mohammadi, 1985). The volume of use was not the only issue for news agency
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coverage. News agencies also got criticized because of the balance issue. Since most of the
influential news agencies were all Western, they got imbalance between different countries and
parts of the world, different sources and different topics. They tend to prefer news content from
the US and Western Europe in terms of different countries and parts of the world. In a similar
vein, news agencies give prominent coverage on political, economic, and military news, as well
as news of international affairs and international sports when it comes to different sources and
topics (C. A. Paterson & Sreberny, 2004, p. 34). The reason why these imbalances appeared is
because news agencies got reflected in agency deployment of resources and person-power (Ibid.,
p. 34). Journalism and elite news sources have a close tie and it was also embodied in news
(Gans, 1979, 2011; C. A. Paterson & Sreberny, 2004).
With the advent of the internet and cyberspace, this trend got even stronger. It led some
of internet news services to create news of their own, but often much or all of their international
coverage consists of unchanged or barely changed wire service reports (C. Paterson, 2003).
Previous studies posit that through monopolistic control of international news production by
news agencies, effective brand marketing, efficient use of economies of scale in news production,
and useful alliances in both news gathering and on-line distribution, news agencies play a
dominant and generally unacknowledged role in determining the vast majority of international
news in cyberspace (Hjarvard, 2001; C. Paterson, 2001). It gives news agencies opportunities to
reach audiences directly through their own websites and through all other major web news
providers (C. Paterson, 2003), making them even more visible to the public and influential in the
industry.
As the globalization of the news industry and the era of convergence came along, news
agencies changed the management strategy towards the market which going against their old role
within the media industry; to serve audience in the country only (Hjarvard, 2003, 2009). Since
news agencies figured that the wholesale-retail dichotomy model is outdated, they started to
reach to their customers directly by serving their own audience and targeting the public
throughout the world. For example, “Reuters delivers its news in 23 different languages to
directly reach to regional customers in every corner of the world” (C. A. Paterson & Sreberny,
2004, p. 43) This is a very opposite of the tendency that they used to have before the era of
deregulation and marketization. At that time news agencies wanted to minimize their public
exposure and just delivered news mostly for domestic audience and retail clients, news media at
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a national level (C. A. Paterson, 2011). However, as soon as news agencies felt the need for a
change, they established news business models (Hjarvard, 2001, p. 43; C. Paterson, 2001),
appealing their own brand names for audiences. As news agencies are more dependent on the
popular appeal of their brand names for audience loyalty in cyberspace, they present and market
their names more aggressively in the “e-journalism” sector (C. Paterson, 2003, p. 2). As a result,
the information provided rarely comes from news providers other major international news
agencies. Also, as retail news media and news providers in cyberspace are already using the
materials from news agencies, news agencies’ direct reach to the public only strengthens the
repetition trend of news content and articles.
This feature also brought the use of limited sets of frames and narratives which are
produced by news agencies at first place. It shows the irony that deregulation, marketization, and
globalization, those moves that once made news agencies crucial and influential also limit their
potential. Previous studies noted that the types of stories, the variety of perspectives, and the
range of topics cover by news wires have declined over the past two decades (C. A. Paterson,
2011, p. 22), resulting in an ever increasing audience being exposed to an ever-decreasing news
agenda (C. Paterson, 2003, p. 4). Especially as the headquarters of major international news
agencies are all located in New York, London, and Paris, a view of the world is up to the news
choice of a few editors and journalists who are in those main cities. They are charged in editorial
control for most of the world, managing most part of the news selection process and also
providing much news content to news retailers (C. Paterson, 2003, p. 7). Dominance of news
agency, after all, confronts the successful job performance of them based on news agencies’ ideal
role, presenting and representing perspectives of various actors in society.
Dependence on content of news agencies is not always the result of a desire for perceived
high quality content at low cost, but is also a function of brand association with well-known
brands (C. Paterson, 2003, p. 2), especially those with strong positive associations for the user
such as Reuters and AP. The more retail news media benefit from using the brand names of news
agencies for their own benefit, the less the public get in terms of a wide range of international
news. Scholars diagnosed that as global media conglomerates took over media industries all over
the world in the era of globalization, the news media have a tendency to represent the
empowerment of large commercial interests rather than civil society and public sphere (Gans,
1979, 2011; Hjarvard, 2001, 2009). As a result of globalization in the news industry, it becomes
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very easy to find a feature in news content that being tilted towards certain sides rather than
being detached. As these distinguishable changes in the industry brought no benefit to the
audience but the news business itself, pursuing the role of the media, especially seeking
journalistic objectivity became a crucial task.
Although the role of the media such as seeking diversity, being objective, serving the
public has always been stressed so much, the gap between the ideal and actual press performance
in reality is still big. To pursue their role and improve journalism, journalists can try out various
alternatives. This effort would ultimately provide the public with “comprehensive and
representative images and construct of nation and society” (Gans, 1979, 2011). In this vein,
scholars claimed a need for the news that would report nation and society in terms of “all known
perspectives” (Gans, 2004, p. 312), despite the criticisms on poor job performances of big news
media (Benson, 2009; Gans, 1979; McQuail, 2010). Considering the fact that the connections
between news agencies, national formation and globalization are more profound and have a more
substantial history than has been recognized up to this point in time (Boyd-Barrett & Rantanen,
1998, p. 1), examining alternatives in various perspectives would be fruitful. Also, a critical
dissection on the press performance of news agencies would be helpful for seeking the survival
of the public sphere and a democratic dialogue as well as global and regional security (C. A.
Paterson & Sreberny, 2004, p. 42).
Since news agencies earned their influential position in the industry and crucial role on
mediating between various social institutions, the major retail media, state and capital (BoydBarrett & Rantanen, 1998, p. 3), they became an interesting object to investigate. And yet, there
is still a dearth of relatively large-scale quantitative study on content of news agencies. Also
there has been little empirical research that systemically measures or explains variation in the
degree of press multiperspectivalness (Benson, 2009, p. 403) among other alternatives. These
conditions lead to the conclusion that multiperspectival news is worth to look into.

2.3 Who Let Framing Out?
This master thesis aims to investigate why multiperspectival news is important and how it
became a crucial alternative. In the following, the thesis account for an exploration on how the
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news gets shaped and who does this task. This chapter especially gives a look on various
communication theories to scrutinize what today’s news of news agencies looks like.
Global and regional news agencies play an important role in the media industry due to
their potentially substantial agenda-setting influence on other media (C. Paterson, 2003, p. 2).
News agencies have become even more crucial since “they effectively bypass or control the
intermediary processors of news in cyberspace, making them possible to directly reach a large
portion of the mass news audience” (Ibid., p. 2). Since major international news agencies get
more influential than ever, they set the agenda for what international news stories other media
choose to cover (Hjarvard, 2001; C. Paterson, 2001). Agenda-setting refers to the idea that there
is a strong correlation between the mass media the audiences (M. E. McCombs & Shaw, 1972;
Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007). Once the news media pick what elements are prominent from
their perspectives, these elements become noticeable to the public (M. McCombs & Ghanem,
2001, p. 67). Media studies firstly focused on the first-level agenda-setting theory which mainly
focuses on media’s role in telling people “what to think.” Then it also focused on the secondlevel agenda-setting theory which tells people “how to think.” (G. Lee, 2010, p. 762) First-level
agenda-setting theory suggests that if the media give importance to certain issues through their
news coverage, the audience will perceive these issues as important too. Effects of first–level
agenda-setting effects originally focused on political issues. Previous studies mainly focused on
“the correlation between presidential election news coverage and voting behavior, and several
subsequent studies followed the similar track, mainly dealing with political events.” (Ibid., p. 762)
Once first-level agenda-setting studies became the initial point of agenda setting research,
second-level agenda-setting studies on attributes also started to build its theoretical development
(G. Lee, 2010; Shaw & McCombs, 1977). Second-level agenda-setting gives an explanation to
the question that how the various attributes of an issue can be transferred from the media to the
public (G. Lee, 2010, p. 761). This has an emphasis on attributes which could be defined as “the
set of perspectives or frames that journalists and the public employ to think about each object.”
(Ibid., p. 761) Simply, they are certain features of particular issues or subjects. Second-level
agenda-setting theory suggests that the media highlight certain attributes over others. After all,
these depicted attributes in the news influence the perception of the public about certain issues.
Agenda-setting theory is highly related to priming. Political communication studies
defined that priming refers to “changes in the standards that people use to make political
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evaluations” (Iyengar & Kinder, 1987, p. 63; Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007). This priming effect
occurs when news content suggests to news audiences that they ought to use specific issues as
benchmarks for evaluating the performance of leaders and governments (Scheufele & Tewksbury,
2007, p. 11). The reasons why priming effect is often understood as an extension of agendasetting are often summed up into two points. First, both effects are based on memory-based
models of information processing. These models assume that people form attitudes based on the
considerations that are most salient (i.e., most accessible) when they make certain decisions
(Ibid., p. 11). The other reason is based on the common theoretical foundation that priming is a
temporal extension of agenda setting (Iyengar & Kinder, 1987; Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).
“By making some issues more salient in people’s mind (agenda setting), mass media can also
shape the considerations that people consider when they form judgments about political
candidates or issues (priming).” (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007, p. 11)
There have been academic debates over whether framing theory should be subsumed
within agenda-setting theory as second-level agenda-setting or not. That is, there are different
academic claims in terms of attribute agenda setting and framing. One argues that framing is a
part of agenda-setting that could be operated as second-level agenda-setting or its secondary
effect. The other side demonstrates that framing and agenda-setting have different theoretical
boundaries, distinguishing different cognitive processes. The main concepts that make difference
between those two are accessibility and attribution. According to the former, it is about the
construction of an agenda with a restricted number of thematically related attributes in order to
create a coherent picture of a particular object (M. McCombs & Ghanem, 2001; Reese, Gandy, &
Grant, 2001, p. 70). They suggest that both attribute agenda-setting and framing highlight the
most salient or prominent aspects of themes or description of certain objects in public interest.
For example, there are certain framing mechanisms used in the journalistic field such as page
placement, story format, and others that make it possible for journalists and editors to make their
news more influential towards the audience. This perspective premises that individuals try to
make less cognitive effort in forming social judgments. It seems like the public relies on the
information that they could easily access. It opens the discussion about that audiences would
make judgments based on more accessible information. In the same vein, news media could
influence on attributes in voters’ description of certain political events or politicians by stressing
certain attributes of the agenda (M. McCombs & Ghanem, 2001).
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In contrast, the latter argues that framing differs significantly from accessibility-based
models which are agenda-setting and priming. It is based on the assumption that how an issue is
characterized in news reports can have an influence on how it is understood by audiences
(Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007, p. 11). Since this claim is based on psychological and
sociological foundations assuming that individuals cannot fully understand the world and
constantly struggle to interpret their life experiences and to make sense of the world around them
(Ibid., p. 11), it focuses on the applicability of individual’s pre-existing cognitive schema. In
other words, “the media’s selective use of certain frames could affect the way the audiences think
about certain issues as the media use framing to present information in a way that resonates with
existing underlying schemas among their audience.” (Ibid., p. 12) This does not mean, of course,
that most journalists try to spin a story or deceive their audiences. In fact, framing, for them, is a
necessary tool to reduce the complexity of an issue, given the constraints of their respective
media related to the newshole and airtime (Gans, 2004; Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).
“It must be noted that accessibility and applicability cannot be completely isolated from
one another despite all the academic debates to clarify the difference between these two locations
of effect. An applicable construct is, for example, a lot more likely to be activated when it is
accessible. Likewise, an inapplicable construct is unlikely to be used in a given situation no
matter how accessible it is.” (Pan & Kosicki, 2001; Reese et al., 2001; Scheufele & Tewksbury,
2007) Hence, one agreement that could be excerpted from those two different perspectives is that
frames selected by the news media do matter. “Since framing essentially involves selection and
salience, framing is equivalent of selecting some aspects of a perceived reality and make them
more salient in a communication text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem
definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item
described.” (Entman, 1993, p. 53; Reese et al., 2001) That is, frames highlight some features of
reality while they omit others. In this way, framing becomes the process whereby communicators
act to construct a particular point of view that encourages the facts of a given situation to be
viewed in a particular manner, with some facts made more noticeable than others (D'Angelo &
Kuypers, 2010, p. 300; Kuypers, 2010). In this regard, there is the process that news stories and
editorials act to shape our awareness, understanding, and evaluations of issues and events in a
particular direction. So, journalists and editors decide “what story to publish, how much attention
to give the story, and how to tell the story. ” (D'Angelo & Kuypers, 2010; Kuypers, 2010) The
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media have the power to actively shape public discourse by selecting from many available
frames offered by different interest groups and politicians (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007, p. 12).
The news media select some information. Then they intentionally and unintentionally omit
others. The task of the media that select particular frames generated and offered by certain
groups of people could shape public dialogues about certain political issues (D'Angelo &
Kuypers, 2010, p. 76; Nisbet, 2010). In this regard, examining frames in news media narrative
can be a way to look into the press performance especially in terms of seeking more diversity
and presenting various perspectives. As a result, news coverage patterns of news agencies affect
other news media in many ways, especially in a way of agenda-setting.
Even though many different fields in society compete with each other to get the
influential position, journalistic field is the only field that can actually do something in the news
production process. This let journalistic field get more influence and power on others. Decisions
made by journalists and editors are, however, often highly synchronized despite the strong
influence of journalistic fields towards others. So when it comes to the general audience, they
have no choice but to receive the same information. This result partly stems from the fact that the
headquarters of major news agencies who produce a large amount of news are highly centered in
a few cities and they have a tendency to adapt and synchronize each other’s editorial decisions
(Hjarvard, 2003, 2009). Once the newsrooms who are highly related to each other make
decisions on what to cover (agenda-setting), the evaluation to decide what to select and highlight
comes along (Entman, 1993, p. 53). Although what to select and highlight in the news is quite set
from an early stage of news production, scholars noted that selecting and using certain frames
depend on journalists as they figure out suitable news sources and such. This feature gets
stronger when it comes to news articles since text placement and repetition of certain words and
phrases are comparatively easy for journalists to work on (Entman, 1993, p. 53). Scholars also
noted that the independence of journalists in introducing and sustaining certain news frames
could be varied by the subject of news. There is a tendency journalistic independence on using
particular news frames strengthens when they cover news about domestic policy particularly
pertaining to social issues. Decisions made by journalists are also strongly influential when they
report news about electoral campaigns. Meanwhile, journalistic independence is relatively weak
when they cover news about foreign policy and national security especially in high-stake
contexts of war and international conflict. Journalists tend to be heavily dependent on statements
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from government officials to frame the issue (D'Angelo & Kuypers, 2010; Lawrence, 2010). This
feature indicates that even though journalistic field has a good chance to get more influence on
others, some barriers of reality hinder their improvement.
News agencies affect the public, stressing “what to think” and “how to think” in terms of
international news about certain nations. They also easily determine the nature of international
public affairs discourse since they are trusted by journalists and the public (C. Paterson, 2003, p.
2). Considering the fact that the news value and salience on certain countries measured by major
news agencies could be varied, the amount of news about certain countries produced by news
agencies may be different and they may cover the news about those countries in different ways.
For example, editorial priority on the news about different countries is varying. Previous studies
noted that the news of news agencies is quite tilted towards particular directions, favoring to
certain actors. Their news coverage often inclined to cover more about the “West, North, or First
World”, or “Europe” than they do about “South, Third World, or Developing” regions (C.
Paterson, 2003, p. 5). This is somewhat understandable considering the fact that the influence of
“West, North, or First World”, or “Europe” on foreign affairs is large compared to the one that
“South, Third World, or Developing” regions have. At the same time, it is debatable considering
the ideal role of news agencies and the need for pursuing journalistic objectivity. This led the
study to wonder if news agencies evenly cover the news about particular countries using the
same coverage pattern.

2.4 The Journalistic Field: Journalists and Sources
This chapter accounts for a look at who the journalistic field competes with. Firstly, it gives an
introduction to various fields in society that shape multiperspectival news. Then it offers a more
comprehensive look at the journalistic field with an emphasis on what journalists do. The chapter
focuses on the performance of journalists since they are the main man-power to produce the
news in the industry. This chapter also introduces the relationship between journalists and their
news sources. It helps to understand how source considerations of journalists work and
ultimately how the media puts various perspectives in the news.
Although it is hard to give single or simple explanation of the news, scholars claim that
those governing the choice of sources are of prime significance. In this regard, Gans (1979)
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noted a feature of journalism that journalists often follow up the routine activities of leading
public officials. This tendency made politicians powerful sources, giving them an upper hand on
political news coverage. Gans proposed two main reasons why these sources are chosen. First
reason is because they have the power to supply the information that makes news interesting.
Also, the powerful are able to put pressure on journalists (Gans, 2004, p. 282). Benson (2009)
also mentioned the influence of the political field on journalism, noting that the political field
that provides official information is powerful enough to form the level of diversity of the press.
The journalistic field gets affected from the political field, as Gans mentioned, since they exert
pressure. This pressure all includes its power to regulate or subsidize the media (Benson, 2009, p.
404). Also, scholars suggested that the economic field affects on the journalistic field as well.
Benson noted that the journalistic field is often faced with commercial pressure, and in
particularly advertising. He argued that this narrowly limits the range of debate in the press
(Benson, 2009, p. 404). Meanwhile, Gans discussed journalistic efficiency in terms of power.
Journalistic efficiency is not the same as the one that rationally calculated commercial or
industrial kind associated with profit calculations. Rather, the journalistic field pursues efficiency
to deliver the latest news to the audience at the right time, so they could create and maintain an
audience. Thus, “efficiency in journalism is mediated by a second form of power that comes
from the audience.” (Gans, 2004, p. 283)
Stressing the importance of political and economic fields, scholars highly emphasize the
influence of journalistic field as well. While economic and political fields establish the broad
context for press performance, it is journalistic norms and practices that directly make possible a
given level of ideological and social actor pluralism (Benson, 2009, p. 404). That is, within the
restraints of political and economic field, power and efficiency, journalists have autonomy. Gans
(1979) noted that power is not force and it is not monopolized power by a single group either.
However he implies the possibility that power could be unequally distributed. According to his
argumentation, this is not predominant pressure either since most journalists accept the existing
distribution of power. As professionals who deem themselves entitled to autonomy, journalists
cope with the realities of power by incorporating it into news judgment. It means that they use
their autonomy as a means of coping with the realities of power. Gans critically pointed out that
this is not an irrational strategy for journalists since it rather enables them to feel that they have
greater autonomy than they actually have. That is, journalists structurally stand right below the
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top levels of the power hierarchies, and their position affords them a better view of the top than
of either the bottom or middle. More specifically, journalists represent the upper-middle-class
professional strata in the hierarchies and defend them when journalists themselves have
autonomy (Gans, 2004, p. 284). As a result, it is easier for the media to generate top-down news
instead of seeking alternatives such as multiperspectival news. So, journalists tend to get their
news sources mostly from high level government officials and authoritative (Usher., 2011) rather
than to make more diverse news.
Although there are many different opinions about “what the media must be doing or how
well they are performing” (McQuail, 2010, p. 170), expectation on the media are still very high.
As mentioned above, the journalistic field has an influential position rather than other fields in
terms or news production. Especially when it comes to press norms and practices (Benson, 2009,
p. 404), the journalistic field is the only one who could form and perform them. As discussed in
previous chapters, normative expectations for the media and profession in journalism also
strengthened perspectives that there are certain roles that are expected from the media and the
media simultaneously try out alternatives to perform the role and improve journalism. Journalism
as a profession is typically thought to have several key features “such as a significant public role
in society, a core body of expertise requiring long training, self-control of entry and regulation,
and clear codes of ethics and conduct.” (McQuail, 2010, p. 286) Although the question whether
journalism should be considered as a profession or craft remains in dispute, Tuchman (1978)
noted that professionalism in news work has largely come to be defined according to the needs of
the news organization itself. She claimed that the height of professional skill in journalism is the
exercise of a practical craft, which delivers the required informational product, news, which has
obsessive facticity and neutrality of attitude as its main features. In this vein, a high degree of
objectivity is required for journalism as a profession to identify and verify facts (McQuail, 2010;
Tuchman, 1978). Although Gans (1979) criticized journalistic autonomy, claiming that
journalists often practice value exclusion that similarly professionalizes the avoidance of
judgments which could upset the powerful; it is still worth asking how much the news could
change (Gans, 2004, p. 285) and how journalists would use their autonomy and leeway for
changes.
One feature of information that journalists could not avoid is its partiality. Since
information is selectively collected by journalists, it is easy to make skewed viewpoints when it
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is processed and turned into news. That is, partiality in news reporting is somewhat inevitable
since partiality is already embedded in information. So, it is really hard for journalists to be
completely detached and be objective. Also the process of information selection, in relation to
limited space and time of news production, “inevitably renders some value-laden images of the
issues covered.” (Gunho Lee & Koh, 2010, p. 407) Especially in the arena of political news,
there are more elements that challenge journalists in terms of attaining journalistic objectivity
which is considered as one of the most important criteria of press performance. Journalism is the
fast-changing industry and these dynamics often show unexpected moves. It is hard for
journalists to change the entire picture of society by themselves, and there are many variables
other than journalists and editors that could possibly affect news shaping. For example, political
elites perpetually target the news media to deliver intact their preferred frames to the public. In
spite of this, earlier studies noted that issues and events are framed as much by the decisions of
journalists and editors as by the intentions of political actors (D'Angelo & Kuypers, 2010;
Lawrence, 2010). In spite of these characteristics of information and political news that make
news harder to be completely objective, news texts still could make bits of information more
salient by placement or repetition, or by associating them with culturally familiar symbols
(Entman, 1993, p. 53). This task stressing certain aspects of the event is often assigned to
journalists so that they could display journalistic leeway in some degree by doing so. Trying to
overcome this nature of information and the practical obstacles embedded in journalistic
operating environment, journalists constantly attempt to be detached. In that, the journalistic
field has a considerate amount of power to decide how to cover particular issues and events.
Information from sources is necessary to achieve news impartiality no matter how well
journalists have abundant knowledge on issues (Gunho Lee & Koh, 2010; Mencher & Shilton,
1997). That is, journalists put their credibility and believability in news articles by using suitable
sources (Berkowitz, 2009; Wahl-Jorgensen & Hanitzsch, 2009). Also, quoting sources that
readers are likely to know lends not only authority, credibility but also interest to news stories
(Brooks, Kennedy, Moen, & Ranly, 2007, p. 111). In this regard, journalistic reputation for
accuracy which entails honesty in sourcing, and for freedom from bias, rests on the credibility of
sources of news media. Pursuing the goal that journalism should never deliberately mislead in its
sourcing, news media aims to strive for balance and freedom from bias. To minimize ambiguity
in using sources, for example, journalists try to quote a source saying one thing on the record and
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not anything contradictory on background, and they also try not to cite sources in the plural when
it has only one (Reuters, 2014). Likewise, news media gain its credibility as journalists clarify or
verify the authenticity of the information they supply in the news stories. They check their source
materials and talk directly to the resource persons to acquire this credibility and get good sources
(Gunho Lee & Koh, 2010; Rupar, 2006). In this way, the news media provide news and other
information about various different sectors of society. As they have this role to present various
actors in nation and society, they are often expected to speak for people who are not sufficiently
spoken for by their elected representatives, so that their relevant perspectives, ideas and activities
are included in the public discourse (Gans, 2011, p. 6).
News sources often come from either human or materials produced by them. Scholars
posit that sources cannot give accurate information and they are often based on partiality since
the concept of accuracy and impartiality in news reporting are free from determined individual
interests or social values (Ettema & Glasser, 1998; Gunho Lee & Koh, 2010). As a result,
delivering the perfect version of impartial news is theoretically and practically not feasible. This
feature gets strengthened when it comes to political news since it is arguably hard to tell that if
political orientation offers credible information (Gans, 2004; Gunho Lee & Koh, 2010). Despite
the fact that this nature of sources is unavoidable, journalists constantly try to use sources in
order to avoid being attacked for subjectivity in their news stories (Brooks et al., 2007; Gunho
Lee & Koh, 2010). Editors, also, often demand reporters to obtain additional quotes for a story in
order to observe journalistic objectivity (D'Angelo & Kuypers, 2010; Lawrence, 2010).
Taking a deeper look into the process of getting sources as journalists, they often face
constant interactions with news sources. The relationship between journalists and sources has
complicated dynamics. Within the dynamics, either sources or journalists can lead. Sources do
lead in most of the case, however, because of difficulties to get copious sources under the given
working environment. For example, their working environment has staff and time which are
usually in short supply. This makes journalists actively pursue only a small number of regular
sources “who have been available and suitable in the past, and are passive toward other possible
news sources.” (Gans, 2004, p. 117) Meanwhile, there is a general tendency that sources highly
eager to be shown to the public through the media. Journalists see people mainly as potential
sources, but sources see themselves as people with a chance to provide information that
promotes their interests, to publicize their ideas, or in some case, just to get their names and faces
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into the news (Ibid., p. 117). This nature of sources gives journalistic field some room to use
discretion as news reporters despite the complicated dynamics between journalists and sources,
and limited working conditions of journalism. Considering the fact that quoting sources is a way
for journalists to gain their credibility and believability from the public, and the fact that sources
often risk their career success offering journalists information, the interaction between journalists
and news sources is a delicately negotiated relationship. Overall, each party hopes to achieve
their goals and maintain their organizational and societal status during this process (Berkowitz,
2009; Wahl-Jorgensen & Hanitzsch, 2009).
Journalism is the product of the cooperative activity of numerous people including
journalists, editors, news sources, and the public. Several studies argued that even though
journalists are considered as the ones whose role is crucial and central to news reporting (Conrad,
1999, p. 285), they are embedded in a culture of occupational conventions and depend on the
support of others to accomplish their work. In other words, “news coverage is the product made
by a well-orchestrated joint effort of different social fields including political, economic,
journalistic, and cultural field.” (Benson, 2009, p. 404) News sources, speakers are presented by
journalists in news articles through quotes. Getting trustworthy and adequate speakers is
important since they help to shape and illuminate news stories (Conrad, 1999, p. 286). News
sources take an important role since journalists rely on their sources to get relevant information
that they need to construct news stories (Ibid., p. 286).
In theory, news sources can come from anywhere since journalists decide who to quote.
However, in reality, news sources have hierarchical power structures. This, in fact, reflects the
hierarchy in society. For example, president is one of the most powerful political positions in
society. His powerful position gets him easy access to the mainstream media. “The president, or
a corporation president in the U.S. can get on the telephone and suggest a story directly to a top
editor or producer.” (Gans, 1979, p. 120) In general, the most able sources among various
speakers are institutions or organizations. They often have their own semi-autonomous logic
(Benson, 2009, p. 406) and keep trying to reach to journalists. Journalists often try to ignore their
handouts and press release, but use them sometimes only if the materials contain newsworthy
information. While certain sources can relatively easily access to the media, sources with less
power can get access to the news media only if they have sensational stories (Gans, 1979, p. 121).
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As a result, this hierarchical structure in news sources makes certain sources more powerful and
influential while others do not even get a chance to present themselves in news articles.
Scholars noted that there are particular sources who affect news the most. Gans (1979)
claimed that news value pertains to certain order. As one person’s or group’s order may not be
another’s disorder, the news does not report equally about all parts of nation or society.
According to his argumentation, it cannot possibly value everyone’s order after all, so it is
relevant to ask whose order is being valued in the news. Gans also suggested a few
distinguishably powerful orders within news. The order of public, business and professional,
upper-middle-class, middle-aged, and white male sectors of society is valued more than others.
That means that the news pays most attention to and upholds the actions of elite individuals and
elite institutions when all other things are equal. That is, “the news does not deal mostly with
elites or a single elite but deals with those who hold the power within various national or societal
strata; with the most powerful officials in the most powerful agencies; with the coalition of
upper-class and upper-middle-class people which dominates the socioeconomic hierarchy; and
with the late-middle-aged cohort that has the most power among age groups.” (Gans, 2004, p. 62)
Noting this tendency, Gans also made a clear point that the tendency does not make the news
merely a compliant supporter of elites or the ruling class. Journalists and the news media rather
view nations and society through its own set of values and with its own conception of the good
social order since they have their own position in society, which they express in and with their
standards of newsworthiness (Gans, 2004, 2011).
Although journalists and the news media tend to see society from their own position in
society (Gans, 2011), the arena of political news is a hard one even for journalists to solely deal
with. Political news among other news categories is often considered as the battle field. That is
because, in this arena various perspective from every level of society compete to each other to
convey their preferred frames (D'Angelo & Kuypers, 2010; Lawrence, 2010) to the public. There
are various actors who want to get a chance to provide information that promotes their interests,
to publicize their ideas, or in some cases, just to get their names and faces into the news (Gans,
2004, p. 117), and those often target the news media to achieve this goal trying to get access to
appear on news articles. Actors present themselves by putting their terms made of their own idea
and languages as much as possible in news articles (D'Angelo & Kuypers, 2010, p. 265;
Lawrence, 2010), since “politics is the place where people rely heavily on the media for
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information,” (Iyengar, 1991, p. 132) In this vein, being paraphrased and quoted as much as
possible by journalists would be a way to achieve its main goal to disseminate their view to
audiences.
Knowing thoughts and intentions of various social actors, journalists try to reframe the
preferred frames of each actor, especially the one of politicians. They dissect their preferred
frames on certain political events and try to put them together again after consideration with
journalistic norms and practice. It contributes to journalism being objective. This press
performance refers to the watchdog or critical role of the media especially considering the
tendency that news sources in political news are often restricted to the well-educated social strata
and the political and business elite (Hjarvard, 2001, 2009). The hardship of journalists generated
within the process of getting reliable sources is particularly distinguishable in terms of political
news as politicians are well known as people who are not trustworthy and inconsistent. Knowing
the feature of sources that “they are not always inclined to be completely honest, especially when
they come to journalists with self-serving motives, journalists harbor a pervasive distrust of their
sources to minimize the chance to be manipulated by their sources.” (Gans, 2004, p. 130) It
indicates the possibility that news could be formed to present privileged elites with their
preferred frames and also to serve for their political purpose if journalists do not strive for having
journalistic leeway on sourcing.
As discussed above, it is not feasible to achieve the complete objectivity in news mainly
because of the two main factors. First, the position of journalists in social hierarchies is often
located just below the powerful. “Their position affords them a better view of the top than of
either the bottom or middle.” (Gans, 1979, p. 284) The other factor is the feature of information
that designed to easily produce biased perspectives. This characteristic gets strengthened when it
comes to political events since journalists often have difficulty in judging the trustworthiness of
politicians as their sources (Ibid., p. 130). For these reasons, the suitability of available sources is
simultaneously determined and reevaluated by journalists who make their judgments on the basis
of a number of interrelates source considerations (Ibid., p. 128). The journalistic field has found
preferred sources by journalists over time. Gans (1979) identified six major source
considerations; past suitability, productivity, reliability, trustworthiness, authoritativeness, and
articulateness.
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As a result, a cumulative pattern of sourcing appears made out of all these dynamics
between journalists and sources. It includes source access to journalists, source considerations of
journalists, and relationships between journalists and news sources. This coverage pattern in
sourcing shows that journalists tend to use powerful sources such as the public official. Powerful
figures become suitable sources since they fulfill the source considerations especially for
authoritativeness and productivity (Gans, 1979, p. 144). So, public officials become the most
frequent and regular source. Exceptions in sourcing appear only when breaking stories develop.
Then journalists are freed to find the most relevant sources out of the manual, source
considerations. In this case, the standard source considerations are temporarily set aside and
powerless sources can be picked if they could supply dramatic news (Ibid., p. 144). Likewise, in
a manner of conventional source considerations, it is quite hard to actively seek diversity unless
journalists intentionally try to put various speakers in the news.
In this vein, Gans (1997, 2011) suggested a few ways to improve journalistic leeway and
try out alternatives as journalists. He noted possible changes that could be performed by the
journalistic field, more specifically journalists. The main point among others is that journalists
could revise their source considerations. Journalists could pay less attention to public officials
and more attention to economic and other speakers that also have power, as well as to ordinary
people (Gans, 1979, p. 285). Pursuing this way of sourcing, journalists try to find more news
stories on how ordinary people are affected by the decisions and acts of high government
officials and the rest of the political elite who are already major sources of journalism (Gans,
2011, p. 4). This can be seen as pursuing “bottom-up news,” a concept of multiperspectival news.
This type of news would cover “how the public sees and interprets political decisions and acts
mainly formed by politicians.” (Gans, 1979, p. 313; 2011) Not only suggesting a few concepts of
multiperspectival news, Gans also note other alternatives on the system level such as pursuing
splintering journalism, opinion journalism, and considerations from other fields including
commercial considerations, audience considerations (Gans, 2004, p. 288) to seek more diversity
in today’s journalism. There are so many alternatives and options that today’s journalism can try
out. However, one universal feature that they all have in common is that it is necessary to engage
the audience and present more diverse viewpoints. This is the gist of multiperspectival news as
well.
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2.5 Multiperspectival News
This chapter finally accounts for an exploration on multiperspectival news. In this part, this
master thesis gives a comprehensive look at the definition of multiperspectival news and some of
its concepts.
Seeking completely objective news or absolute non-distortion of news is impossible
(Gans, 2004, p. 304). Instead, journalism makes an effort to improve the press performance. The
news media can seek alternatives, and multiperspectival news is one of them. According to
previous studies, the most ideal form of news is omniperspectival news which presents and
represents all existing perspectives in society. However, this is theoretically and practically
impossible. Theoretically, it is not feasible to include every single viewpoint in society.
Practically, a limited amount of man power in news media cannot reach to everyone either. For
example, financial cutbacks or the lack of resources would be obstacles to seek the ideal. Instead
of pursuing the ideal form of news, seeking alternatives could be a more feasible and practical
way to improve journalism. In this regard, scholars suggest a few alternatives and Gans (1979)
suggests an alternative, multiperspectival news saying that news cannot be universal but they
could be multiperspectival. Multiperspectival news presents and represents as many perspectives
in society as possible. Suggesting one alternative, he admits the constraints that mostly stem
from operating environment in journalistic field and claims that journalism should become better
compared to today’s journalism.
The fundamental justification of multiperspectival news is its potential for furthering
democracy as democracy rests on a well-informed citizenry (Gans, 1979, p. 332). Several strains
of democratic normative theory hold that the widest range of people and interests ought to be
heard or shown figuratively in the public sphere and the press ought to foster a wide-ranging
debate among diverse kinds of individuals and organizations. That is, public deliberation which
delivers many perspectives is the essence of democracy as such participation potentially
transforms the public from mere spectators of political sports or targets of elite manipulation to
citizenry who actively get involved themselves into politics (Pan & Kosicki, 2001; Reese et al.,
2001, p. 36). The news media are expected to offer various perspectives since audience research
has shown that people are able to think about the political situation in more complex and original
ways when they are exposed to several competing interpretations (Benson, 2009, p. 402). In this
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regard, multiperspectival news which is not designed to gain supporters for any specific political
cause could enable people to obtain news more relevant to their own perspectives and to form
their own interest and political goals (Ibid., p. 403). After all pursuing multiperspectival news
would reduce the symbolic power of now dominant sources and perspectives and redistribute the
power in the symbolic arena, politics (Gans, 1979, p. 332). In this way, politics would become
more democratic.
Multiperspectival news could be summed up in a few concepts. As multiperspectival
news is one alternative for conventional news (Gans, 1979, p. 313), these concepts often
countertrend against the current news flow. First of all, multiperspectival news tends to be more
national. Gans (1979, 2011) explains that the news would seek to report comprehensively about
more national and nationwide agencies and institutions, including “national corporations, unions,
and voluntary associations, as well as organized and unorganized interest groups.” (Ibid., p. 313)
In a case of the US, he claims that it pursues less Washington centered news. That is, it serves the
public in a way to cover more relevant issues for ordinary people. The news tends to follow up
the current issues thoroughly, mainly reflecting the perspectives of national and nationwide
agencies and institutes. Secondly, multiperspectival news prefers the bottom-up approach rather
than the top-down approach (Gans, 1979, 2011). This way of news coverage includes not only
perspectives from the government officials but also views from the public and different sectors in
society. Third, multiperspectival news would feature more output news. It puts more stress on
“the programs and plans result from the cooperative work of national and nationwide public and
private agencies.” (Gans, 1979, p. 313) This news is on “how public and private policies and
programs have worked out in practice for intended beneficiaries and others.” (Gans, 2011, p. 4)
Fourth, multiperspectival news tries to present and represent as many perspectives as possible,
trying to engage the activities and opinions of ordinary people from all population sectors and
roles (Gans, 1979, p. 314). It is called representative news which is reportage on the activities
and opinions of ordinary people in all their diversity (Gans, 2011, p. 4). Lastly, multiperspectival
news has more emphasis on service news which provides personally relevant and helpful
information for specific national sectors and roles (Gans, 1979, 2011). It tends to cover more
about what national agencies and other institutions do for the public to improve their lives (Gans,
1979, p. 314). The concept of service news provides the news audience with personally relevant
and helpful information about the doings of government agencies and other institutions (Gans,
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2011, p. 4). Overall, the gist of pursuing multiperspectival news is serving ordinary people,
presenting and representing their perspectives and interest.
According to Benson (2009), there are several factors shaping multiperspectivalness.
Those factors that shape multiperspectivalness could be summed up in four. The first factor is the
political field. Multiperspectivalness could be affected by the state that strongly influences on the
diversity of perspectives in the press. In this case, the means of state intervention would be media
regulation and subsidy. Secondly, the economic field affects multiperspectivalness.
Multuperspectivalness can be easily lessened by commercial pressures such as advertising
funding, subscription fee. In this regard, previous research showed that audience–supported
media offer a more wire-ranging discourse. Third, a big part of multiperspectivalness of
journalism comes directly from the journalistic field. As journalism has built own norms and
practices, quite a certain level of ideological and social actor pluralism is up to press
performance. In this case, multiperspectivalness could be achieved by using new contemporary
news formats and genres that pursue to use more asymmetrical forms rather than organized and
rigid forms. Lastly, multiperspectivalness can be affected by the structural factors including the
cultural capital of media outlets and their audiences. In this vein, there is a tendency that
newspapers that have relatively well-educated and cultured audience tend to be more
multiperspectival than others.
Gans (1979) suggests the ingredients of multiperspectival news mainly focusing on the
journalistic field and the national news level. He claims that to realize multiperspectival news,
changes in the entire journalistic modus operandi is necessary (Gans, 1979, p. 314). First of all,
getting the right news sources would be the most critical job among others. The news ought to be
collected from a much larger number of more scattered and less easily accessible sources. This
demands larger newshole or longer airtime after all as the total amount of both available and
suitable news would be increased. Secondly, the conventional story format would change as well.
The length of news stories will naturally become longer since several perspectives must be taken
into account on any given topic (Ibid., p. 314). In this regard, journalists would be required to
organize various perspectives and sometimes to relate and even to interpret them. Consequently,
new analyses and additional journalistic commentary would be necessary more often as the news
contains greater diversity of opinion from different sources. Suggesting possible changes within
the journalistic field, Gans clearly notes that journalists would automatically become more aware
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of the overt and covert interests that often shape what sources tell and do not tell as news sources
multipled (Ibid., p. 315). As a result, journalistic objectivity becomes more crucial than it is today,
as sources, perspectives, and values diversify (Ibid., p. 315).
To improve journalism, Gans (1979) suggests two multiperspectival news media models,
the centralized and decentralized model. He claims that journalism has faced the problem that the
considerable increase in the sheer amount of news and it could not be handled by the now
existing news media at national level. He indicates that today’s media only target specific group
of audience instead of pursuing to serve various groups of audience. The centralized model
expands the present national news media to accommodate multiperspectivism by offering their
own brand of multiperspectival news to the present large and diverse audience. That is, each
medium supply its own brand of multiperspectival news to the present large and diverse audience.
However, this model has a practical limitation that no one can make two-hour evening news
covering all the issues at stake to serve all different groups in society. The other model, the
decentralized model pursues a much larger number of national news media. It suggests that they
could target and reach different but homogeneous audience groups, working for filling up
different interest and needs. This also has a limitation that the actual task to realize the model is
not that simple. If each news medium wants to supply some uniform news, some stories on the
same topics but from different perspectives, and a great deal of distinctive news relevant to each
audience at the same time, this would be an enormous amount of work for journalists and editors.
In this regard the decentralized model is not feasible. To overcome those limitations that
embedded in the previous two multiperspectival news media models, Gans comes up with the
two-tier model. The two-tier model is the simple combination of the two. This model urges the
need for the complemented national media serving specific, fairly homogeneous audience. The
format of the media could be daily, weekly, or monthly depending on audience size and interest.
The news media would devote themselves for reanalyzing and reinterpreting news gathered by
the central news media for their targeted audiences, adding their own commentary and backing
these up with as much original reporting, particularly to supply bottom-up, representative, and
service news, as long as they are financially feasible (Gans, 2004, p. 319). Yet despite good
points on multiperspectival journalism that Gans made and increasing importance of
international news media, there has been little research that looks at the issue at an international
news level in the degree of press multiperspectivalness.
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Multiperspectival news ultimately pursues greater balance. This goal resembles the one
of equality in a regard that although it is impossible to be completely achieved, this could
become better by persistently trying (Gans, 2011, p. 4). Therefore, this goal of journalism, being
multiperspectival could be a beacon for themselves that tells where to go to perform a better job
in the future. There is no single or simple explanation on the question “how multiperspectival
should they become?” That is, any simple formulas for evenly allocating the newshole, the
amount of available space for news to all social actors do not exist. This is because journalism,
the symbolic arena should be both comprehensive and representative. Therefore, many of the
judgments and journalistic leeway must be left to the journalists (Gans, 2004, p. 319), and
collecting news from a much larger number of more scattered and less easily accessible sources
(Ibid., p. 314) is a way to seek multiperspectival news by displaying their leeway.

2.6 Which Country Is Important?
Seeking diversity is necessary in terms of the role of the international news agencies (Benson,
2009; Gans, 1979; McQuail, 2010; C. A. Paterson, 2011). News agencies themselves also pursue
to be fair no matter what nation, region or issue they cover. However, it seems like it is easier to
find news articles on websites of mainstream media covering certain nations such as the U.S.,
Russia, France, Germany, etc., than others. That is, it looks like the news media tend to cover
different nations using different coverage patterns. From this question that anyone may have
wondered, this master thesis aims to examine the level of multiperspectivalness of news agencies
for “particular countries”. To choose those specific nations to examine, this master thesis
considered not only conventional measures such as its GDP, population, but also relatively new
measures including the potential and vision of the country. Also this research examines 6
different nations to make it more diverse.
Countries could be labeled in many different ways by different measures. Obviously there
are many different categories to label nations; “countries by continents”, “first, second, and third
world”, “countries by population”, “countries by UN Human Development Index,” etc.
Conventional measures such as GDP (Gross Domestic Product), population of the country are
simple and easy to use. These are easily applied to rank or order the countries. When these
criteria are applied, countries such as the U.S, Russia, China, the U.K., France, Germany, etc.
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would stand out among others. As mentioned earlier, news articles about these certain countries
are very easy to find out on the websites of the mainstream news media. In contrast, other
nations who do not have greater figures with those measures relatively do not get that much
attention from the news media. Often, those simple concepts, GDP or population of the country
are also used to categorize more and less influential countries in terms of international politics.
This tendency eventually makes some countries as overrated nations, leaving some others as
underrated ones. It is not helpful to seek more diversity. In fact, José Ángel Gurría, the OECD
Secretary-General once emphasized the potential of some underestimated countries than their
actual importance and influence. When these relatively underestimated nations distinguish
themselves on particular fields, for example, Finland on education, Denmark on social welfare
and labor policies, and Ireland on fiscal policy and entrepreneurship (Gurría, 2007), they could
be good leading countries in their own specialties. This master thesis wonders if those simple and
somewhat dull classifications could affect coverage patterns of news agencies.
In fact, different nations could not be easily defined by one simple measure. Many
comprehensive indicators such as culture, international peace and security, world order, planet
and climate, prosperity and equality, health and wellbeing (Anholt, 2015) also exist other than
GDP or population. The rankings or results of measuring would be completely changed and
overturned by different indexes. Those indexes that attempt to measure global impacts of
national policies and behaviors often combine different databases. For example, Global
Competitiveness Index developed the measurement including multiple elements in it such as
macro/micro economic environment, infrastructure, education, labor market efficiency,
innovation level, and so on (Saila-i-Martin, 2015). Good Country Index also built the method
measuring values in seven different categories including culture, science, environment, etc.
(Anholt, 2015) When Global Competitiveness Index developed by World Economic Forum is
applied, certain nations would come up to the top of the rank instead of some other countries that
used to be placed on the top of the list. For instance, Sweden ranked 22nd by GDP and 98th by
population while it outranked 162 others on the rank by the Good Country Index and topped 9 th
by the Global Competitiveness Index. As a result, if this one way of measure could affect news
coverage patterns on certain nations and vice versa; this would be a serious issue in many ways
mostly that this study discussed in previous chapters. Also, to seek more diversity, it is necessary
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to see various countries in different perspectives, counting their potential and qualitative traits as
well.

Table 1. Country rankings by different indexes
Countries
France
Germany
U.K.
Netherlands
Sweden
Switzerland

GDP

Population

Global
Competitiveness
Index

Good Country Index

6

21

22

8

4

16

4

6

5

22

10

4

17

64

5

3

22

90

9

1

19

98

1

5

Pursuing more diversity may not be the main task for some commercial media
conglomerates. However, it is one of important news agencies’ tasks especially considering their
critical influence on the news industry and their roles as journalism. Some countries may be
covered more by news agencies partly because of those simple measures as mentioned earlier.
Yet, this does not necessarily mean those countries need to be treated and covered differently by
news agencies. Applying the same coverage rules to all countries is crucial when it comes to the
role of journalism, especially regarding journalistic objectivity. Those notions made this master
thesis investigate news coverage patterns of news agencies for certain countries and seek the way
to improve today’s journalism. Also, the thesis picks 6 different European countries to examine;
France, Germany, the U.K., the Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland considering multiple
measures as mentioned earlier.

Based on discussions presented in previous chapters, this master thesis asks the generic research
question “are news agencies multiperspectival?” Also, a few research questions to examine
multiperspectival news were suggested:
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Research Question 1: Is the amount of news articles varied by nation?
Research Question 2-1: How often did they use quotes?
Research Question 2-2: How many sources did they use?
Research Question 3: How dominant is each speaker in quotes?
Research Question 4: What is the type of quotes used the most?
Research Question 1, “is the amount of news articles varied by nation?” was
suggested to see if news agencies have preference whey they cover political news about
particular countries, so that they tend to write more news articles for certain nations. To
see the number of news articles for each nation that collected during the research period,
this analysis was performed at an article level. Relevant political news articles for each
nation were all counted and compared.
Research Question 2-1, “how often did they use quotes?” was formed to
investigate if news agencies have distinguishable coverage patterns in quoting for certain
countries. To check out frequencies of the quote use, this analysis was operated at a
paragraph level. The frequency in quoting for each country was measured by sorting out
paragraphs with or without quotes.
Research Question 2-2, “how many sources did they use?” was asked to examine
if news agencies have discernible coverage patterns in sourcing for particular nations. To
compare countries, the mean number of speakers and sources per 100 words were used.
This analysis was performed at an article level.
Research Question 3, “how dominant is each speaker in quotes?” was suggested
to see if news agencies have preference in quoting certain sources for specific countries.
To see dominance of each speaker group in the news of news agencies, only paragraphs
contain quotes were examined. So, this analysis was operated at a paragraph level.
Lastly, Research Question 4, “what is the type of quotes used the most?” was
formed to look into if news agencies apply different coverage patterns for certain nations
to deliver their news more efficiently to the public. This question was built on the fact
that the audience tends to take particular types of quotes (direct quotes) more seriously
than other types of quotes. This analysis was also performed at a paragraph level. Only
paragraphs that include quotes were investigated.
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This master thesis conducted the research using the content analysis research
method, by analyzing political news articles produced by three major international news
agencies, Reuters, AP, and AFP. More details about the research method will be described
in the following chapter.
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3 Research Method
Since news cannot be omniperspectival even though this is the ideal but multiperspectival (Gans,
2004, p. 313), the generic research question “to what extent is news multiperspectival?” can be
asked. Academic discussions on multiperspectivalness are based not only on normative
democratic theory (Benson, 2009, p. 402) but also journalistic objectivity (Gans, 2004, p. 265).
Although the importance of multiperspectivalness of news remarkably increased, there has been
a dearth of empirical research that systematically measures or explains variation in the degree of
press performance (Benson, 2009, p. 403). Also, previous studies on multiperspectival news
mostly focused on news media at a national level rather than ones at an international level such
as news wires. For this dearth of empirical research on press performance of news agencies, this
study aimed to examine multiperspectivalness of news articles produced by news agencies.
This study conducted quantitative content analysis to measure multiperspectivalness of
news of three major international news agencies, Reuters, AP, and AFP. Quantitative content
analysis is a research technique for the objective, systematic, and quantitative description of the
manifest content of communication (Berelson, 1952, p. 18). As content analysis is applicable to
mass messaging such as television, newspaper, radio (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 22), this master thesis
that examines news articles chose this method. This research tried to reveal if news agencies
have particular ways of covering news about certain countries by examining their news articles.
Especially it focused on a shaping factor of multiperspectivalness mainly affected and
formulated by the journalistic field, especially journalists. The study conducted content analysis
to mainly examine quotes and speakers appeared in news articles

3.1 Research Objects
For the analysis, the study set three major international news agencies, Reuters, AP, and AFP as
main research objects. These news agencies have strong control over international news
especially in written texts both in newsprint and online. They are dominant international news
wholesalers who supply most source material for international stories (C. A. Paterson & Sreberny,
2004, pp. 7, 9). For this reason, the research chose them to investigate how much they are
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multiperspectival. So, their news articles written in English were mainly examined. France,
Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom, overall 6 European
countries were selected as the research object. Four different indexes—GDP, population of the
country, The Global Competitiveness Index, and The Good Country Index— were considered to
choose these countries. First two indexes represent typical standards made by only considering
quantitative aspects of the country. The latter two represent standards that include multiple
elements stressing importance also on qualitative aspects of the nation. All countries have two
features in common. One is they are all OECD (The Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development) member nations and the other is all are European countries.

3.2 Research Period and Data Collection
The study set the entire year of 2015 as the research period. As this research did not look into
news coverage on one particular subject (i.e., election, immigration, war, etc.) but seek to
measure multiperspectivalness of political news in general, it was not necessary to set the
particular dates such as peak media attention years. Instead, this study examined news produced
during the particular period which is the whole year in this case, aiming to look into coverage
patterns of general political news produced by three news agencies.
Reuters, AP, and AFP news articles were collected, from the day of January 1st to the
December 31st. During the given period, news articles covered political issues or events of
certain countries were collected. News articles were collected by one of the most widely used
information and research tools in media studies, Factiva, owned and ran by Dow Jones &
Company. The “search builder” on Factiva was used to collect research sources.
In the first sampling process, news articles including certain keywords were mainly
searched. To collect news articles about France, for example, the study found texts including at
least five times of “France” or five times of “French” as keywords to make sure the article is
mainly about the particular country. Also to make sure the news articles are about political issues
or events, “politics/international relations” category was selected among many other categories.
News articles that once satisfied these conditions were arranged in order of relevance, so that the
most crucial articles would be arranged from the top of the list. Collected news articles during
the research period were rearranged in relevance order. Then news articles were selected from
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the first article on the list to the 100th article. Likewise, 100 news articles were collected for each
country. So, overall 600 news articles were collected from this sampling process. It must be
noted that news article selection was not completely random since it was already ordered of
relevance. This would bias news articles to certain periods of the year. So, it must be noted that
this news article selection could have affected the research results.
In the second sampling process, news articles that recap multiple scenes from different
locations with the rounding-up news format were excluded (refer to <Case 1>). Also, duplicated
or updated versions of news articles that have the same title and mostly same body texts but only
with one or two different paragraphs at the end of the article were also excluded (refer to <Case
2>). In this case, the most recently written article was remained on the list of research sources
and old versions of the recent article were all removed from the list.

<Case 1>
Title: Jittery world bids adieu to a year marred by terror
In Bangkok, police-flanked partygoers will ring in the new year at the site of a deadly
bombing that took place just months ago. In Paris, residents recovering from their city's own
deadly attacks will enjoy scaled-back celebrations. And in Belgium's capital, authorities anxious
after thwarting what they say was a holiday terror plot have canceled festivities altogether.
(Omitted)
—
AUSTRALIA
Australian officials, struggling to contain the threat from home-grown extremists,
encouraged revelers to enjoy the evening and assured that thousands of extra police would be out
patrolling the major cities. (Omitted)
—
FRANCE
The French are still recovering from the Nov. 13 attacks that left 130 people dead in
Paris, and authorities are preparing for a possible worst-case scenario on New Year's Eve. About
60,000 police and troops will be deployed across the country on Thursday. (Omitted)
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(AP 31 December 2015)

<Case 2>
<Article #1>: Remained
Title: Hollande under fire over call to strip citizenship from terror convicts
(30 December 2015 23:57)
President Francois Hollande's call for convicted French-born terrorists to lose their
citizenship if they have a second nationality has triggered uproar among those who see him
adopting right-wing ideas that recall dark moments in France's history.
Ever since the French Revolution in the late 1700s, "le droit du sol" ("the right of the
soil") has been a fundamental principle, giving everyone born in the country the right to
citizenship.
But in the aftermath of November's jihadist attacks in Paris, Hollande announced to an
extraordinary session of both houses of parliament that he would seek changes to the constitution
so that dual nationals – even those born in France -- could be stripped of their French passport.
The idea has huge support from a jittery nation, with nearly 90 percent backing the
measure in a poll for BFM TV. (Omitted)
(AFP 30 December 2015)

<Article #2>: Excluded
Title: Hollande under fire over call to strip citizenship from terror convicts
(30 December 2015 12:44)
President Francois Hollande's call for convicted terrorists to lose their French citizenship
if they have a second nationality has triggered uproar among those who see him adopting rightwing ideas that recall dark moments in France's history.
Ever since the French Revolution in the late 1700s, "le droit du sol" ("the right of the
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soil") has been a fundamental principle, giving everyone born in the country the right to
citizenship.
But in the aftermath of November's jihadist attacks in Paris, Hollande announced to an
extraordinary session of both houses of parliament that he would seek changes to the constitution
so that dual-nationals could be stripped of their French passport.
Patrick Weil, a political scientist who met Hollande and advised him against the decision,
said France would become "the first democracy in the world" to enshrine in its constitution the
principle of unequal treatment of dual nationals. (Omitted)
(AFP 30 December 2015)

3.3 Content Analysis
Through academic research, the choices of research method generally follow the division
between a dominant empirically oriented paradigm and a more qualitative variant (McQuail,
2010, p. 368). One of the main research methods that represent the former is traditional content
analysis. Content analysis is the fastest-growing technique in quantitative research and this may
be defined as the systematic, objective, quantitative analysis of message characteristics
(Neuendorf, 2002, p. 1). The method assumes that the surface meaning of a text is fairly
unambiguous and can be read by the investigator and expressed in quantitative terms (McQuail,
2010, p. 368). For this reason, content analysis is applicable to many areas of inquiry from the
analysis of naturally occurring language to the study of newspaper coverage (Neuendorf, 2002, p.
1). The quantitative technique, unlike qualitative research method, places a strong emphasis on
quantification, rather than on interpretation, which is subject to the investigator. As a result, the
quantitative method makes it possible to produce a statistical summary of a much larger media
reality (McQuail, 2010, p. 362).
One of advantages to use content analysis method is that it is easy to generalize from the
results to other texts. This is because “the method weights to procedures of sampling and takes
the notion that all units of content should be equally treated.” (McQuail, 2010, p. 363) These
features of content analysis make the method applicable to examine various media content
including TV, newspaper, radio (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 1). As this master thesis aims to examine
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news coverage patterns with an emphasis on speakers and quotes throughout all news articles,
this method was perfect. The method made the thesis comprehensively see all speakers and
quotes using two different levels of analysis; an article level and a paragraph level. Also, the
usage of sourcing can be read by the researcher and the given content can be expressed in
quantitative terms. These led this study to the conclusion that content analysis is the most
appropriate technique for the purpose of this research to measure the multiperspectivalness of
news coverage in quantitative terms.
The most widely applied definition of content analysis is that “content analysis is a
research technique for the objective, systematic, and quantitative description of the manifest
content of communication (Berelson, 1952; Neuendorf, 2002).” This required this master thesis
to attain reliability, validity, accuracy, and precision (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 112).
For the reliability, the research aimed to build the codebook to systematically classify the
research sources into categories. The codebook was consisted of rules and specific instructions to
sort all news articles and paragraphs into the right categories, covering all the variables. The
categories were designed to be mutually exclusive and exhaustive. For example, to sort
paragraphs that contain quotes from certain speaker group, the codebook built 19 different
categories (see <Appendix 1> for the codebook). So, the given paragraph could be sorted into
only one category. This research, however, inevitably embedded limitation despite all efforts to
get reliability since only one coder conducted the coding task.
For the validity, the study examined multiperspectivalness of news agencies by analyzing
quotes and speakers. To carefully but correctly examine quotes and speakers, this master thesis
performed analysis at an article level and a paragraph level. Also, this master thesis built the
codebook, especially the categories for different speaker groups based on the study of Benson
(2009). Although the thesis modified the categories from the previous study, following its big
framework was helpful for the research to measure multiperspectivalness as it intended to
measure.
For the accuracy, it requires much effort for researchers to be detached. In terms of
accuracy, being biased is an equivalent term for producing nonrandom error. It often involves a
systematic bias to a measuring procedure. If the coder misinterpretation of what counts as
aggression is not clarified, for example, the coder may systematically under code acts of
aggression (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 112). To minimize this nonrandom error, carrying out each step
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in the research process on the basis of explicitly formulated rules and procedures is necessary.
Decisions need to be guided by an explicit set of rules that minimize the possibility that the
findings reflect analyst’s subjective predispositions rather than the content of the texts under
analysis (Holsti, 1969, p. 3). This master thesis, therefore, specifically described the procedure
and the design of the research to gain objectivity, expanding the extent of accuracy.
Lastly, for the precision, the study defines the research variables, offering specific
guidelines for operationalization and descriptions for each classification. To get the fineness of
distinction made between categories or levels of a measure (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 113),
classifying the types of quotes, speakers, and contents, for example, was essential, making all the
categories as specific as possible. The study tried to minimize the chance to use imprecise and
inappropriate variables to measure the multiperspectivalness by doing so.

3.4 Generalization, Measurement, and
Operationalization
As discussed in previous theory chapters, journalists tend to have preference in quoting certain
sources. This source preference comes from source access to journalists, source considerations of
journalists, and relationships between journalists and news sources. This master thesis aims to
measure the level of multiperspectivalness by quantitatively measuring the usage of speakers and
quotes (source considerations of journalists) among others. Since content analysis assumes that
the numerical balance of elements in the text is a reliable guide to the overall meaning (McQuail,
2010, p. 369), this study expects that examination on sourcing could be expressed in quantitative
terms and generalize it into the overall meaning.
The study set the news article as its unit of analysis. News article includes the lead, body,
and conclusion parts which contain the main texts that can be examined. Other elements of a
news article, the headline, sub header, location, and byline parts are excluded. The reason why
the study did not include those parts is not only because they do not reflect the subject of main
texts well, but also they often deliver information with different directions with the one from
main texts and even hook reader’s attention by giving unclear information (Ji Young & Gunho,
2014; Marquez, 1980).
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Although the unit of analysis is at an article level, the coding process was conducted both
at an article level and a paragraph level. Firstly, in the process of coding for an article level, news
articles were investigated focusing on such as the main subject of the article, the number of
sources within the article, the number of paragraphs, and the number of paragraphs including
quotes, giving relatively brief information. In the process of paragraph level coding, only
paragraphs including quotes were selectively coded. This level of coding was conducted, looking
into the type of quotes, the content of quotes, and speakers of the quote. The research objective,
determining both quantity (amount and frequency) and valence (multiperspectivalness) of new
coverage, became feasible by doing so.

3.5 Setting the Dependent Variables
The study performed the coding process using two different units of coding. Both article and
paragraph are used as the unit of coding. This research, therefore, managed to examine
dependent variables at two different levels, an article and a paragraph level. At an article level,
relatively brief information of the given news articles was investigated. Quantitative information
regarding figures was mainly collected and coded such as the number of sources, the number of
paragraphs, and the number of paragraphs including quotes. The main subject of the article was
also sorted at this level.
At a paragraph level, in-depth information regarding news texts such as quotes and
speakers was mainly examined. Whether the given paragraph includes quotes, and if so, contents
such as what type of quotes was used, and who is the main speaker of the given quote were
investigated according to the codebook. At this level, news content was also analyzed, looking
into what type of news contents were mainly presented within the given text. These dependent
variables regarding quotes, speakers, and news content were examined to look into the
qualitative aspect of news articles.

3.5.1 The Subjects of Articles
As the study examined political news of international news agencies, the main subjects of news
articles were classified into three main categories simply regarding the relations of the nation
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with others. They got sorted into three different types of news as follows, news mainly about
domestic politics or policy, news regarding other countries, and news purely about international
politics.

(1) Mainly about domestic politics or policy
Firstly, news articles mostly covered domestic politics or policy such as elections
including presidential elections and general elections were classified into the first category. To be
sorted into this category, most part of the given article has to be filled with news content about
domestic politics or policy presented and operated by the government. A news article below is an
example of the category.

Title: French regional vote: National Front dominates first round
France's far right National Front won more support than any other party in the first round
of regional elections Sunday, according to polling agency projections, in a new boost for Marine
Le Pen's anti-immigration strategy and a new blow to President Francois Hollande's Socialists.
The projections put National Front candidates on top so far in six of France's 13 newly
drawn regions. But Sunday's voting was only a first round, and some mainstream voters may
steer away from far right candidates in the decisive Dec. 13 runoff.
The elections took place in an unusually tense security climate just over three weeks after
deadly attacks on Paris — a climate expected to favor conservative and far right candidates. It is
the last election before France votes for president in 2017, and a gauge of the country's political
direction. (Omitted)
(AP 7 December 2015)

(2) Regarding other countries
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Second, news articles dealt with issues or events regarding other nations were sorted into
the category, news regarding other countries. News fit in this category relatively covered
political issues regarding particular countries, generally one or two. The following article is an
example of this subject.

Title: Police in helmets drag migrants from French-Italian border

Italian police in riot gear forcibly removed a few dozen African migrants on Tuesday who
had been camping out for days at Italy's Mediterranean border with France in hopes of going
further north.
Some of the migrants protested, grabbing onto signposts, while others had to be carried
off by their legs and arms — a violent scene that Italy used to show the rest of Europe that it
needs to do more to deal with the continent's migrant crisis.
"We are human beings. We are not animals," said Saddam, a Sudanese migrant who
watched the police operation Tuesday at the Ventimiglia border crossing and only gave his first
name. "I know we are black and we are come from Africa, but we are still humans." (Omitted)
(AP 16 June 2015)

(3) Mainly about international politics
Lastly, news coverage on international politics including international security,
international treaty, and summit conference issues were sorted into the news about international
politics category. News fit in this category covered political issues at a global level, reporting
news about several countries. In this case, the number of countries that involved in the affair is
usually more two. A news article down below is an example fit into this subject.
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Title: EU nations fail to bridge divide over refugee plan

European Union nations failed to bridge differences Tuesday over an emergency plan to
share the burden of the thousands of refugees crossing the Mediterranean Sea, while on the
French-Italian border, police in riot gear forcibly removed dozens of migrants.
Around 100,000 migrants have entered Europe so far this year, with some 2,000 dead or
missing during their perilous quest to reach the continent. Italy and Greece have borne the brunt
of the surge, with many more migrants expected to arrive from June through to September.
At talks in Luxembourg, EU interior ministers disagreed over how 40,000 new refugees
arriving in Italy and Greece should be split up equitably among the 28-nation bloc to ease the
load on the two southern nations. (Omitted)
(AP 17 June 2015)

If the article did not meet any of these criteria described above, it automatically went into
an option marked “Others”. This category approaches the issue differently from the other three
choices. However, this should be used only if none of the above applies. Most articles should fit
into options (1)-(3).

3.5.2 Multiperspectivalness
Earlier studies demonstrated that the notion of multiperspectival news is grounded on the
concept of perspectives with emphasis on an argument that people’s positions and roles in
society shape how they see that society. In other words, it should affect what news they need and
want about it (Gans, 2011, p. 3). Journalists and the news media see the country from their
position in society (Gans, 2004, 2011). That is, while they have the ear to the ground having
journalistic leeway including sourcing, news media also have built the cumulative pattern
between journalists and sources. For example, news sources especially political elites are eager
to be shown to the public through the news media. Meanwhile, the news media tend to decipher
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the original purpose of sources. As a result, the press performance is all up to journalists in terms
of finding adequate news sources that have both availability and suitability. It leads to the
conclusion that journalism often makes the government and public officials the most frequent
and regular news sources among others (Gans, 1979, p. 145) since they often satisfy all source
considerations. In spite of the effort of journalistic field to get multiple perspectives other than
political elite voices, the fact that news media have its own position in society as the uppermiddle-class limits their potential, strengthening the media reliance on public officials and
making them equally authoritative and efficient (Gans, 1979, p. 144; 2011).
In this regard, previous studies posit that multiperspectival news is one conception of
alternative news (Gans, 2011, p. 4) to pursue the media role to promote a broad range of
viewpoints (Benson, 2009, p. 402). Although scholars admit the tendency that today’s press
performance has improved compared the one in the past, they still claim that journalism still
ought to be better, pursuing the role of the media. Gans (2011) suggested increased attention to a
few concepts of multiperspectival news, claiming that further improvement on them is still
needed. These five concepts are “national, less Washington centered news”, “bottom-up news”,
“output news”, “representative news”, and “service news”. One thing commonly comes across
all concepts is that they seek multiple perspectives from various speakers. This master thesis
aims to get quantitative information from examining news coverage patterns with an emphasis
on speakers and quotes. To look into the level of multiperspectivalness, this study investigates
the frequency of the quote usage, the number of sources in articles, and the dominance of each
speaker.

3.5.3 Quotes
Quoting is an effective way that journalists could use to deliver the gist of the article effectively
to the public. The news media ask journalists to use quotes only if they can assure that quotes are
representative of what the speaker insists (Reuters, 2014, p. 4). Although it is necessary for
journalists to learn what to quote directly, when to use partial quotes and when to paraphrase, the
best way of delivering what the speaker claims is using the direct quote. Several studies
demonstrated that direct quotes amongst all types of quotes are arguably the best since there is a
tendency that the audience puts themselves directly in touch with the speaker when they are
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exposed to direct quotes. It becomes the best tool for journalists to add more color and credibility
in their news stories (Brooks et al., 2007, p. 107).
Journalists could reflect various perspectives by quoting different speakers in many ways.
Since the audience finds direct quotes very valuable, using direct quotes is highly
recommendable for journalists (Reuters, 2014). Other than that, news media often recommend
journalist not to use partial/incomplete quotes also knows as “broken” quotes unless the words
are unusual, contentious or highly colorful (Reuters, 2014, p. 107). To take a deeper look in the
quote usage, this master thesis aims to examine the types of quotes. Quotes were classified into
three different categories, “direct quote”, “indirect quote”, and “partial/incomplete quote”. The
study defined different quote types as follows.

(1) Direct quotes
Direct quotes, first, contain the exact words that were spoken by somebody. Those are
always identified by the use of quotation marks. The following line is an example of direct
quotes.
“To all of you, I solemnly promise that France will do everything to destroy the
army of fanatics who committed these crimes,” Hollande said.

(2) Indirect quotes
Indirect quotes include a paraphrasing, the journalists’ version of what someone said.
Those are identified when quotation marks are not used around the words. Journalists might be
paraphrasing what the person said, or they might be using his exact words. Either way, this study
considered it as an indirect quote. A line down below is an example of indirect quotes.

A French security official said anti-terror intelligence officials had identified
Abdelhamid Abaaoud, a Belgian of Moroccan descent, as chief architect of the
Friday the 13th attacks on a rock concert, a soccer game and popular nightspots in
one of Paris’ trendiest districts.

(3) Partial/Incomplete quotes
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Partial or incomplete quotes appear when journalists quote the speaker’s exact words
with some words left out. In other words, journalists quote only a portion of the speaker’s exact
words. The rules for partial quotes are identical to those for indirect quotes: Set off the attribution
with a comma when it is at the end of sentences. Do not set off the attribution if it is at the
beginning of the sentence. Lastly, do not capitalize partial quotes unless they begin with a proper
noun. The following is an example sorted into the partial/incomplete quotes classification.

In his Versailles address, Hollande said the United States and Russia needed to
cooperate in attacking IS targets “to unify our strength and achieve a result that
has been too long in coming.”

The codebook also built the option marked (4) Combination and (5) Others. Combination
is for the case that the given paragraph includes multiple types of quotes. The following is an
example for this.
He said he didn’t know where his brother Salah was or whether he would
surrender to police, and expressed familial loyalty to him despite his shock over
the mass killings. “You have to understand that we have a family, we have a mom,
and he remains her child,” he said.
The first part (“He said he didn’t know ~ over the mass killings.”) is an indirect quote,
whereas the rest of the paragraph is a direct quote. This type of paragraphs sorted into the forth
classification. If the paragraph did not meet any of these criteria described above, it
automatically went into the “Others” category. It approaches the issue differently from the other
three choices. However, this should be used only if none of the above applies. Most of them
should fit options (1)-(4).

3.5.4 Speakers
In this research, the term “source” is used only to refer to the people who reporters turn to for
their information, often officials and experts connected to society’s central institutions
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(Berkowitz, 2009, p. 102). The paper built 17 different classifications based on the premise that
affluent organizations have an advantage in the competition to gain access to journalists (Gans,
2004, p. 122) and social actors could be categorized according to their affiliation with distinct
institutional fields or sub-fields (Benson, 2009, p. 408). The main speakers of news sources were
sorted based on the classification list. Individuals and organizations from diverse institutional
fields were listed on this. The list of this study was built mainly based on the list developed by
Benson (2009). The social actors listed on the classification are sorted according to their
affiliation with distinct institutional fields or sub-fields as it mentioned above. 13 affiliated
individuals or organizations are listed as follows, “Executive/Bureaucratic”, “Judicial”, “Center
legislative”, “Center political parties”, “Peripheral political party and legislative”, “Business”,
“Trade unions”, “Religious”, “University/Research”, “Associations”, “Journalistic”, “Foreign
and international”, and “Public opinion”. In addition to these 13 fields, unaffiliated individuals
are added on the list. As this study looked into political news coverage in general, instead of
news coverage on a specific issue, unaffiliated individuals could be classified into two different
categories, “Individuals directly involved in the affair”, and “Individuals indirectly involved in
the affair”. Lastly, “Unidentified/Unspecified” and “Others” categories were added, making 17
categories over all (See <Appendix 2>).
Unidentified or unspecified speakers are for the case that journalists quoted them in the
given paragraph, but did not specify their identities at all not putting any of their names or
positions. The following is an example for this case.

Privately, the Russians concede that more than half their strikes so far have been
aimed at non-IS anti-Assad rebels, a Western diplomat in Moscow said.
Very lastly, the codebook put one last option marked as “Multiple speakers appeared”.
This is for the case that one given paragraph included several speakers rather than a single one.
The following is an example sorted into the last classification.

One police official said, speaking on condition of anonymity because the
investigation was ongoing, said they were linked to a Yemeni terrorist network,
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and Cedric Le Bechec, a witness who encountered the escaping gunmen, quoted
the attackers as saying: “You can tell the media that it’s al-Qaida in Yemen.”

If the paragraph did not meet any of these options described above, it automatically went
into a choice marked “Others”. It approaches the issue differently from the other three choices.
However, this should be used only if none of the above applies. Most of them should fit the rest
of the options.
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4 Results
4.1 Prominent News Coverage
Performing content analysis, “the numerical balance of elements in the text such as the number
of the newshole/airtime to a set of topics is a reliable guide to the overall meaning” (McQuail,
2010, p. 369). This chapter of the analysis focuses on reading and interpreting quantitative
indicators that appeared on the very surface. This part answers to the research question:
Research Question 1: Is the amount of news articles varied by nation?

4.1.1 More News Articles for Certain Countries
To look into if there were quantitative differences between news coverage patterns of big and
small countries, the number of news articles by country and mean numbers of words in articles
have been compared. The results showed notable differences. First, the total numbers of news
articles that were collected during the research period were highly varied by country. As <table
2> shows, all big countries which are France, Germany, and the U.K. had over 2,000 news
articles while small countries which are Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland had relatively a
lot smaller news coverage, having around a few hundred news articles. Netherlands had the least
amount of news articles among other countries. The number of news articles covered
Netherlands was 228. France who got the biggest figure of news articles, in contrast, had 2,254
news articles.
Table 2 .The number of news articles
Nation

The number of
news articles

France

2254

Germany

2123

U.K.

2167

Netherlands

228

Sweden

343

Switzerland

520
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The table shows that there are huge discrepancies between the numbers of news articles
by country. The results revealed that the difference can be between 4 times to almost 10 times
depending on what countries are compared to each other. For example, the figure that France
(2,254) got is almost ten times more than the one that Netherlands (228) got. Although some
countries held political issues of international importance, — for example France went through
the November 2015 Paris attacks and the U.K. dealt with the Brexit issue — numerical
differences are still too big to be covered by those big international political events of the year.
So, the distinguishable numerical differences between nations indicate that certain countries get
covered more by news agencies. In other words, news agencies have preference for some nations
over others when they report political news.
This pattern raises possibility that those particular countries get covered differently by
news agencies. That is, once particular nations such as France, Germany, and the U.K. get
highlighted with numerical superiority over others when it comes to the amount of news articles,
they highly possibly have a strong chance to get prominent coverage by news agencies in other
terms as well such as using more speakers in articles or getting high ratio in quote use. Over all,
the discernible quantitative imbalances between amounts of news articles by country denote the
first coverage pattern of news agencies. To answer the first research question, yes, the amount of
news articles is varying by nation. It means that news agencies cover certain countries more than
they do for others.

4.1.2 Lengthier News Articles for Particular Nations
The findings showed that there were not only significant differences between the numbers of
news articles for country, but also between the mean numbers of words in news articles for
country. This revealed that the length of news articles was generally longer when news agencies
cover certain countries such as France, Germany, and the U.K. In contrast, news agencies tend to
produce short news articles when they cover particular nations including the Netherlands,
Sweden, and Switzerland.
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Table 3. Mean number of words in news articles
Nation

Mean

Std. Deviation

France

1304.74

754.513

Germany

1097.62

455.314

U.K

1077.47

492.740

Netherlands

532.61

356.019

Sweden

604.85

300.112

Switzerland

644.62

392.889

Total

876.99

562.483

As <table 3> shows, France got the biggest figure, meaning its news articles have
averagely 1,304.74 words per article. Other two countries, Germany and the U.K. got a bit
smaller figures than France, but their figures are still around 1,000 words. Germany got 1,097.62
words and the U.K. got 1,077.47 words in average. Apart from these three countries that got over
1,000 words for their average figures, other nations got arguably small figures. The Netherlands,
Sweden, and Switzerland got almost the half of the average numbers of the former. In this case,
Switzerland had the biggest number getting averagely 644.62 words per article while other two
countries got even smaller figures. The results showed 604.85 words in average for Sweden, and
averagely 532.61 words for the Netherlands. This indicates that news agencies write lengthy
news articles when they cover particular countries while they do not for others. This feature adds
up more discrepancies on the numerical differences between nations especially when certain
countries already get a vast amount of news articles than others.

4.1.3 It Is Not Always Lengthy
As <table 3> shows, France got a relatively big standard deviation figure among others. The
country got 754.513 while the total figure of standard deviation got 562.483. As mentioned
before, France got the biggest mean number regarding the length of news articles. This indicates
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that news agencies tend to write longer news articles when they cover France. However, this
standard deviation figure for France tells that some of news articles about France are particularly
long while some are notably short. In fact, it turned out some articles are comprised of more than
3,000 words while some only have around 500-700 words.
More looking into news articles about France, France got notably lengthy news articles
when news agencies cover terrorism such as the Charlie Hebdo shooting and the Paris attacks.
News agencies assigned a considerable amount of space for covering those issues. For example,
the article “Hunt for 2 in French shooting that killed 12; 1 surrenders” written by AP, in January
2015 covering the Charlie Hebdo shooting is comprised of 3,443 words. This is an arguably high
figure considering France got 1304.74 as its mean number of words. News agencies tend to
produce news articles that are highly descriptive and detailed with very vivid accounts and
comprehensive explanations when they issues regarding international security. Not as much as
French case, but Germany and the U.K. also got lengthier news articles when the article is
mainly about international security issues.
One more interesting feature shows up from German and British cases. As mentioned
before, Germany and the U.K. got lengthy news coverage when the main subject is about
international security as well. While France got long articles when news agencies cover the
Charlie Hebdo shooting and the Paris attacks, however, the U.K. got many lengthy news articles
when the article is about the Queen or issues about the British history. For Germany, it was an
immigration issue that got covered by news agencies with long news articles. This indicates that
news agencies have some universal coverage patterns that they apply to certain political news
issues no matter what nation they mainly report. At the same time, they also consider the national
characteristics and history of the country when they produce news articles about certain nations.
Those different coverage patterns would be applied to different countries respectively.

4.2 Invariant Quote Use
As mentioned in previous chapters, sourcing is a crucial way to seek diversity since journalists
could represent different perspectives by quoting various speakers in society (Gans, 2011, p. 6).
In attempting to find out news coverage patterns of news agencies, especially in quoting, it may
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be beneficial to look at the frequency of the quote usage. This part answers to the research
question:
Research Question 2-1: How often did they use quotes?
To see coverage patterns in quoting, further steps for a detailed analysis were taken. In
order to look into the level of multiperspectivalness in news coverage, frequencies of the quote
usage and the use of different speaker groups were examined. In this step, the research analyzed
news articles at a paragraph level. First, looking into frequencies of quote use by paragraph,
5,266 paragraphs out of 11,343 had quotes as <table 4> shows. So, a chance that the given
paragraph contains quotes in it becomes 46.4 percents. On the contrary to this, a chance that the
given news paragraph does not include quotes is 53.4 percents. Showing similar ratios, this
indicates that news agencies use quotes with a fifty-fifty chance.
Table 4. Total frequency of quote use by paragraph
Quotes
in paragraph

Frequency

Percent

Yes

5266

46.4%

No

6077

53.4%

11343

100%

Total

Taking a deeper look into this pattern showing in news articles about different countries,
the results revealed that all figures are around similar ratios. As <table 5> shows, all figures that
each country got all stayed around the total frequency that presented in <table 4>. The results
showed that a ratio that news agencies include quotes in a news paragraph when they cover
political news about the Netherlands is relatively higher than others. The figure of the
Netherlands indicates a chance that the given paragraph has quotes in it was 48.7 percents.
France followed, getting 48.4 percents and Switzerland got the lowest figure, getting 42.4
percents. This indicates that a chance that news agencies put quotes in news articles does not
quite vary in news coverage about different nations. This master thesis asked in Research
Question 2-1 how often news agencies used quotes. The research findings revealed that a chance
that the given paragraph includes quotes is about 50 percents regardless of nation.
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Table 5. The quote use by paragraph (different nations)
Quotes in paragraph
Nation

Total
Yes

No
1075

1146

2221

48.4%

51.6%

100.0%

972

1105

2077

46.8%

53.2%

100.0%

1038

1218

2256

46.0%

54.0%

100.0%

703

740

1443

48.7%

51.3%

100.0%

782

924

1706

45.8%

54.2%

100.0%

696

944

1640

42.4%

57.6%

100.0%

5266

6077

11343

46.4%

53.6%

100.0%

France

Germany

U.K

Netherlands

Sweden

Switzerland

Total

4.3 Invariant Source Use
As a continuation of attempting to find news coverage patterns of news agencies in quoting, it
may be also beneficial to look at a few more indicators. As seen earlier in chapter 4.2, news
agencies seem to use quotes quite often in their news coverage without any notable different
features for particular nations. Although the results showed that there were no discernible
features in quote use for different countries, the research took a further step to see if they have
any distinguishable coverage patterns when it comes to sourcing various speakers. Putting
different speaker groups in news articles by quoting is a way to presenting various perspectives
in society and the level of multiperspectivalness of the media can be affected by this. So,
investigating news coverage patterns in source use may be beneficial. This parts answers to the
research question:
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Research Question 2-2: How many sources did they use?
First of all, the research examines the mean number of sources in news articles. This
analysis was performed at a news article level. The results showed how many sources were used
by journalists. At first glance, it seems the source use is varying for different nations. For
example, France got 6.32 as the mean number of sources while Switzerland got 3.7 as <table 6>
shows. This indicates that news agencies tend to put more sources in news articles about France
than they do for Switzerland. Considering the fact that the total figure is 4.86, France, Germany,
and the U.K. got bigger figures than the total, while the Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland
all got smaller figures than the total.

Table 6. Mean numbers of sources
Nation

Mean

Std. Deviation

France

6.32

5.341

Germany

4.92

2.577

U.K

5.68

3.736

Netherlands

3.86

2.454

Sweden

4.70

2.496

Switzerland

3.70

2.580

Total

4.86

3.480

As investigated earlier in chapter 4.2, it seemed like there were no dramatic differences
between figures for certain countries in frequencies of quote use. The research results showed,
however, it seems like news agencies have different coverage patterns in source use for different
nations. As it appears in <table 6>, certain countries such as France, Germany, and U.K got 6.32,
4.92, and 5.68 respectively. In contrast, other countries, the Netherlands, Sweden, and
Switzerland got 3.68, 4.70, and 3.70 respectively. It seems only certain nations get more sources
by news agencies while others do not.
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However, it must be noted that France, Germany, and the U.K. who got bigger mean
numbers of sources than others also got lengthier news articles as discussed earlier in chapter 4.1.
On the other hand, the Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland who got smaller mean numbers of
sources also got relatively short news articles. The research results mentioned earlier showed that
those particular countries, France, Germany, and the U.K. got as twice long as news articles of
others, the Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland.
For example, France got 6.32 as its mean number of sources and got 1304.74 words as its
mean number of words in given news articles. In contrast, Switzerland got 3.70 as its mean
number of sources and got 644.62 words as its mean number of words in news articles for it. In
this regard, the number of sources per 100 words can be compared to take a deeper look. The
entire picture of news coverage patterns in source use could be changed if it counts sources per
100 words.
Table 7. Sources per 100 words

Nation

The mean number

The mean number

Sources

of words

of sources

per 100 words

France

1304.74

6.32

0.48

Germany

1097.62

4.92

0.44

U.K

1077.47

5.68

0.52

Netherlands

532.61

3.86

0.72

Sweden

604.85

4.70

0.77

Switzerland

644.62

3.70

0.57

Total

876.99

4.86

0.55

As <table 7> shows, Sweden has the most sources relative to the number of words,
getting 0.77. That is, Sweden did not get few sources considering the length of news articles
about this nation is often not that long. The Netherlands and Switzerland followed, getting 0.72
and 0.57 sources per 100 words respectively. In contrast, those three countries, France, Germany,
and the U.K. that looked like they got more sources than others in news articles, got fewer
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sources according to this measure. As it shows in <table 7>, France got 0.48, Germany got 0.44,
and the U.K. got 0.52 sources per 100 words. As the number of sources per 100 words is
considered, the research results revealed that news agencies do not intentionally put more
sources in news articles about particular nations. It turns out it looks like so because of this “the
article gets longer, more sources inserted” tendency.
These two contrasting indicators as seen in <table 6> and <table 7> revealed that it is
easy to think that certain countries get more sources in news articles at first glance. In this regard,
it is easy to give the audience the impression that news articles about certain countries have more
sources, so that they may feel like more serious and newsworthy report (Reuters, 2014). This
may let the public consider that news agencies present various views in news articles for certain
countries more than they do for other nations, especially in terms of multiperspectival news.
However, news agencies actually do not have any particular coverage patterns showing
distinguishable discrimination in sourcing for news articles that covered certain nations. Rather,
it is just that lengthy articles include more sources since it is long news report.
This master thesis asked in Research Question 2-2 how many sources news agencies used.
The findings showed that it seemed like there are quantitative differences between sources
inserted in news articles when it examines mean numbers of sources. However, in fact there are
no phenomenal differences considering the length of news articles for different countries. This
revealed that there is no different news coverage pattern in sourcing that news agencies
exclusively apply to certain nations.

4.4 Who Is Dominant?: Universal Coverage Patterns
In order to take a look at more specific usage patterns for sourcing, this master thesis examined
dominance of different groups of speakers in news articles for different countries. This analysis
was performed at a paragraph level, examining quotes and checking out the main speaker of the
given quote. The research analyzed news articles for various countries to see how dominant each
speaker group was. Showing some noteworthy news coverage patterns, the results revealed some
common features throughout all countries. Some more distinguishable news coverage patterns
that applied to different countries were also observed. To recap, chapter 4.4 and 4.5 answer to the
research question:
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Research Question 3: How dominant is each speaker in quotes?

4.4.1 The Most Dominant Source, Public Officials
First, the research results showed that there was a particular category of speakers who quoted the
most no matter what country news agencies covered. As <table 7>, “dominance of sources”
shows, news agencies quoted the “Executive/Bureaucratic” group the most among other various
groups of speakers. Not only the total figure (29.2%) but also ratios of this category for each
country showed the strong preference of news agencies to quote individuals or institutes who are
sorted into this “Executive/Bureaucratic” speaker group.
Sweden got the highest figure (38.6%) in dominance of the “Executive/Bureaucratic”
speaker group while Switzerland got the lowest figure (22.1%) in dominance of this group of
speakers. France and the Netherlands followed Sweden, getting 30 percents and 28.7 percents
respectively. Over all, the total figure was 29.2 percents for this speakers group. Although the
results showed a bit of difference in ratios for different countries, the “Executive/Bureaucratic”
group showed strong dominance in quotes overall, showing exceedingly high figures for all
nations.
This feature revealed that government officials and government-related institution figures
such as elected executives (president, governor, mayor, etc.), appointed officials (cabinet
ministers, the secretary of the state, etc.), military figures, and police were quoted the most by
news agencies among other various speaker groups. Getting presented and represented much
more than others by the news media, this group of speakers could get a predominant position in
society relatively easily than others especially in terms of media access.
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Table 8. Dominance of sources
(* Omitted, see <Appendix 3> to find the complete version)
Nation
Speaker group

Total
France

Germany

U.K.

Netherlands

Sweden

Switzerland

Executive/
Bureaucratic

30%

26.7%

28.6%

28.7%

38.6%

22.1%

29.2%

Journalistic

3.3%

5.0%

1.2%

5.5%

4.3%

2.0%

3.5%

14.8%

8.8%

19.9%

6.4%

14.3%

18.1%

14.0%

Judicial

3.8%

1.7%

2.0%

4.7%

2.7%

4.2%

3.1%

Center
legislative

2.3%

2.2%

5.4%

0.6%

3.8%

9.5%

3.8%

Center
political parties

0.0%

0.3%

1.0%

0.0%

2.3%

1.6%

0.8%

Peripheral political
party and legislative

1.7%

0.8%

1.3%

10.4%

0.8%

0.0%

2.2%

University/
Research

4.0%

8.7%

6.3%

5.1%

5.5%

6.9%

6.1%

Business

0.6%

3.9%

5.6%

5.4%

4.7%

9.5%

4.6%

Public opinion

6.1%

3.1%

4.6%

2.8%

1.3%

3.3%

3.7%

Individuals directly
involved in the affair

5.5%

16.5%

4.5%

3.8%

6.9%

6.6%

7.5%

Individuals indirectly
involved in the affair

7.6%

2.4%

0.1%

1.7%

0.1%

0.7%

2.4%

11.8%

6.6%

13.4%

7.8%

6.0%

11.2%

9.7%

Foreign
and international

Unidentified/
Unspecified

4.4.2 Other Dominant Speakers
As <table 8> shows above, the results also revealed that there were a few more groups of
speakers who were quoted more than other sources including “Foreign and international”,
“Individuals directly involved in the affair” and “University/Research” speaker groups.
Netherlands showed a relatively low figure in the “Foreign and international” category (6.4%)
comparing to the total ratio in this category (14%) and Germany showed a comparatively high
figure in the “Individuals directly involved in the affair” category (16.5%) comparing to the total
number in this group (7.5%). Except these two cases, those aforesaid speaker groups seemed to
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be quoted more than other speaker groups in general. The results revealed that people who could
be included in those categories were presented and represented more frequently than others by
news agencies.
One interesting feature was that while the “Executive/Bureaucratic” group was quoted a
lot by news agencies, the figures of “Center political parties” and “Peripheral political party and
legislative” were evidently low in general. Comparing the total ratios of these two categories
which appeared 0.8 percents and 2.2 percents for each, the total figure of the
“Executive/Bureaucratic” group (29.2%) was remarkably high. Although Netherlands showed a
quite high ratio in the “Peripheral political party and legislative” group, this feature showed a
firmly formed preference of news agencies towards sourcing the most powerful.
This revealed that news agencies prefer to put quotes from major political figures such as
president, minister, and others in news articles rather than to show the political stance of different
political parties by putting explanations or heuristics coming from them. It also revealed that
even if they all are politicians, there are still clear demarcations between the more powerful and
the less powerful. Considering the fact that this is especially about political news, only a few
frequently quoted individuals get access to be presented and represented to the public by news
agencies. As a result, journalism helps them to become more dominant in the symbolic arena by
putting them more in articles.
This preference of news agencies towards a very specific group of speakers first indicates
that the media tend to present perspectives of the powerful. Then, it also shows that news
agencies more specifically split their preference in quoting towards a few particular political
figures such as president and minister. They are political elites who got the most influential
positions in society, and news agencies tend to deliver their opinions rather than illuminate the
entire political scenery. This obvious preference is quite far from presenting various perspectives
from different speakers.

4.4.3 Little Contribution of the Public
Another noteworthy remark was that the “Public opinion” group contributed very little in
sourcing. The figures that show its dominance were very low. As <table 8> shows, the total
figure of this group was 3.7 percents. Except the figure of this category for France (6.1%), all
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other countries showed quite low contribution of the “Public opinion” group in quoting, getting
figures around 3 percents. The reason why only France got high figure in dominance of the
“Public opinion” category was the 2015 Paris attacks. Considering the fact that France happened
to have this tragic event with an international importance, the November 2015 Paris attacks, it
was necessary for journalists to get opinions from ordinary people including Parisians. At that
moment, all news media platforms reported this event with highly prominent news coverage,
interviewing many people who can be sorted into the “Public opinion” category.
Except this case of France, the results showed that news agencies do not present much
quotes in news articles that could show various perspectives from ordinary people. That is,
journalists chose to not to put that much quotes from the “Public opinion” speaker group. This
revealed a lack of the inclusion of public discourse in news articles. It could hinder seeking
diversity and increasing the level of multiperspectivalness since public opinion often shapes the
political climate and encourages changes in democratic society (Gans, 2011; Hjarvard, 2001,
2009).

4.4.4 Who Are the Unspecified?
There were some other interesting coverage features that observed from all countries. The
research results showed that the “Unidentified/Unspecified” group got arguably notable
percentages from all nations, showing such a dominant position in sourcing. The total figure of
this category appeared 9.7 percents as <table 8> shows. Three countries, the U.K., France, and
Switzerland got distinguishably high rations than the average figure. The U. K. was the country
that got the highest figure in sourcing of the “Unidentified/Unspecified” group, getting 13.4
percents. France and Switzerland also followed the U.K, getting 11.8 percents and 11.2 percents
respectively. Even though using anonymous sources is not that recommended for journalist, it
seemed like news agencies tend to use quotes from the “Unidentified/Unspecified” speaker
group quite often under certain circumstances.
First, news agencies noted the explanation why the source spoke on condition of
anonymity regarding the rules and policies of certain groups such as the government or
governmental organizations. For example, government officials are neither authorized to publicly
discuss about political issues nor allowed to break political neutrality. This rule strictly applies to
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them especially when it is about an ongoing politically controversial issue or the legal case
which is still in progress.
Second, news agencies tend to put quotes from certain sources under the condition of
anonymity when the statement of the source could possibly affect ongoing investigations or legal
prevarications. In this regard, individuals such as police figures, investigators, prosecutors
offered information on the condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the matter.
Lastly, news agencies also tend to use anonymous sources when the speaker wanted to be
protected by not noting its identity such as names or their specific titles. It seemed like this
tendency gets strengthen especially when the coverage is about national securities issues such as
terrorism. For example, news agencies used anonymous sources very often when they covered
the Paris attacks including the Charlie Hebdo case, and issues regarding terrorist organization
including IS (The Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant). In fact, news media actually note that
“terrorism and terrorist must be retained when quoting someone in direct speech” (Reuters, 2014,
p. 437).
To minimize the chance that the audience questions on credibility of source and
journalistic objectivity, using verified information and identified sources is recommended rather
than using anonymous sources. However, if it is an inevitable case, using the condition of
anonymity is somewhat acceptable since showing the public as many perspectives as possible is
also a crucial role of journalism. Even though journalists could not openly reveal their sources
for unavoidable circumstances as mentioned earlier, still every opinion does count especially in
terms of multiperspectival news.

4.5 Different Coverage Patterns for Different Countries
As discussed in previous part, chapter 4.4, those news coverage patterns in sourcing are universal
that news agencies applied to all countries. This chapter accounts for a look at different coverage
patterns of news agencies, especially in sourcing for different countries. As mentioned before in
chapter 4.1.3, this master thesis discussed how news agencies developed different coverage
patterns for different countries, considering the national characteristics and the history of the
country. Similar traits with this feature also observed from source use of news agencies for each
country. News agencies applied more specified and adjusted coverage patterns for each country
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depending on what kind of news issues they mainly covered for the country. This caused the
difference between dominance of certain groups of speakers in news articles. It also affects the
level of diversity.

4.5.1 Switzerland, Many Dominant Groups of Speakers
The results showed that Switzerland got more dominant groups of speakers than other countries
have. Each country generally has two to three particular groups of speakers that distinguishably
quoted more than other sources by news agencies. That is, just a few powerful groups of
speakers are dominant among other sources in quotes of political news coverage as they get more
attention from journalists. These dominant categories of sources often got around 10 percents of
figures or even more than that while others who did not get quoted that much got mostly around
0 to 5 percents.
The speaker group can be considered as a dominant group when it gets more than 10
percents in quoting. According to this standard, Switzerland got five dominant groups of sources.
The number of dominant speaker groups for Switzerland is quite big considering other nations
often got only 2 to 3 dominant speaker groups. That is, news agencies present more speakers in
news articles for Switzerland than they do for other countries. As <table 8> shows, “Center
legislative” and “Business” groups were shown to be quoted a lot, as well as
“Executive//Bureaucratic”, “Foreign and international”, and “Individuals directly involved in the
affair” groups who got universally appeared to be quoted a great amount throughout all news
articles for each nation.
Switzerland showed high percentages in “Center legislative” and “Business” group. It is
because Switzerland got a moderate amount of news coverage on certain political events. First,
news agencies covered the Swiss national election issue especially correlating the migrant influx
issue in Europe. In this process they covered a substantial amount of news about the populist
right-wing anti-immigration Swiss People’s Party (SVP), quoting a few particular political elites.
This affected a high ratio of the “Center legislative” category. Secondly, news agencies devoted a
great deal of news coverage on the Swiss franc shock case and the HSBC scandal. Covering
these issues, news agencies quoted many individuals who work for the company and others who
are also in the same business. They are all sorted in the “Business” category. This news coverage
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on the Swiss franc shock case and the HSBC scandal affected a high ration in the “Business”
speaker group.
As discussed in chapter 4.4.1, news agencies showed universal coverage patterns in
quoting governmental officials the most. Although this pattern applied to news articles for all
countries, news agencies showed an adjusted coverage pattern in Switzerland case, especially
news about the national election. It revealed that news agencies are willing to quote political
parties and politicians other than people in the “Executive/Bureaucratic” group when they cover
election news. This indicates that preference of news agencies towards certain sources can be
changed depending on the subject that they mainly report. It also implies that news agencies
could present more various perspectives in news articles if they want to.

4.5.2 Sweden, Germany, and the Netherlands: Same
Issues with Different Coverage Patterns
The findings showed that news agencies did not have particular coverage patterns for Sweden.
Rather, they applied and faithfully carried out their universal coverage patterns. As discussed in
chapter 4.4, news agencies quote the “Executive/Bureaucratic” speaker group the most among
other various speaker groups. As seen in universal coverage patterns, ordinary people who can be
sorted in the “Public opinion” groups contributed very little in sourcing.
In fact, Sweden got the highest percentage in quoting the “Executive/Bureaucratic”
speaker group (38.6%) among other nations. Considering the fact that the total figure of this
certain speaker group was 29.2 percents, this figure that Sweden got is very distinguishable. The
reason why they got this outstanding ratio in the category is because of its government-centric
approach to quotes. News agencies tended to get quotes from the governmental officials and
institutes no matter what subjects they mainly cover. For example, news agencies got a large
amount of quotes from the Swedish government and its competent authority even when they
cover the news about international politics such as asylum seeker or international refugee issues.
Even if news agencies cover the issues about international politics, they still focused on how the
Swedish government would react to the current situation and what comment they would make on
the issues at stake.
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Public contribution in quoting was very small in news articles about Sweden. For the
“Public opinion” speaker group, Sweden got the lowest percentage in sourcing. While the total
figure in quoting of this group was 3.7 percents, Sweden got 1.3 percents. Although news
agencies spent much space for covering refugee and immigrant issues, they hardly presented
thoughts of ordinary Swedish people. Considering the fact that news agencies could have put
more public opinion on those issues — for example, public reaction on government immigrant
policy —, this unremarkable press performance is not helpful for seeking diversity.
News agencies showed distinctive coverage features for Germany and the Netherlands.
They showed a bit different patterns with others in terms of dominant speaker groups. Germany
got a relatively small figure in the “Foreign and international” category. Instead, it got a
particularly high percentage in the “Individuals directly involved in the affair” group, showing
16.5 percents. This is almost twice more than the total figure of this group, 7.5 percents.
Meanwhile, the Netherlands got less than 10 percents both in “Foreign and international” and
“Individuals directly involved in the affair” speaker groups while it still got the similar ratio with
the total figure in the “Executive/Bureaucratic” group. Instead, Netherlands got a significantly
high level of percents in the “Peripheral political party and legislative” speaker group.
The most distinguishable feature that affected on a high percentage of the “Individuals
directly involved in the affair” group of Germany is news agencies covered relatively a lot
especially on refugees and immigrants issues. Their news coverage on Syrian refugee issues
focused on personal stories of each Syrian refugee. In a similar vein, news agencies also covered
stories of immigrants living in Germany who constantly try to settle down and get integrated in
society. These news articles described their lives in the country, showing the reader wellportrayed sceneries of personal stories which are usually spotting one or two cases of particular
refugees or immigrants.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Sweden got many news articles covered refugee
issues as well. Although Sweden, Germany, and the Netherlands all had similar news issues
regarding asylum seekers and immigrants, news agencies applied different coverage patterns on
three different nations. Unlike the coverage pattern that observed from Swedish case, writing
articles with a government-centric approach, news coverage patterns spotted from German and
Dutch cases tend to more focus on personal stories. Most of these news articles covering German
and Dutch refugees devoted many lines to show the audience somewhat touching stories with an
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emotional appeal. This approach is completely different from the Swedish approach. For
example, news articles would give a detailed story about one Syrian family who are hoping to
overcome the difficulties at the moment and trying to get integrated into society making an effort
such as learning the language or going to school. In the process of delivering their heart-warming
stories to the audience, journalists got many quotes directly from refugees and immigrants. This
coverage pattern affects a high percentage in sourcing of the “Individuals directly involved in the
affair” speaker group.
The reason why the Netherlands showed a specifically high percentage of sourcing in the
“Peripheral political party and legislative” group is partly because of the news coverage about
one particular politician who drew quite a big attention by airing Mohammed cartoons on
national TV. Especially AFP among other news agencies intensively covered this Dutch antiIslam politician, Geert Wilders, the Chairman of The Party for Freedom (PVV). In the process of
covering this issue often regarding Europe’s growing refugee crisis, AFP quoted Wilders and his
party to a considerable degree. This tendency affected a high ration of the “Peripheral political
party and legislative” speaker group after all.
Although Sweden, Germany, and the Netherlands had somewhat similar issues, news
agencies quoted different groups of speakers with different ratios. This indicates that news
coverage patterns in sourcing are solely up to journalists in spite of similarity of issues. It implies
first that journalists are the ones who decide who to quote and what to put in news articles. Also,
it reveals that journalistic leeway in sourcing can be very helpful in terms of putting various
perspectives.

4.5.3 France, the Public-centered Coverage Pattern
Some interesting news coverage patterns were also found from news articles for France. France
got the biggest figure in sourcing of the “Public opinion” speaker group than other countries did.
France also got a relatively high percentage in the “Individuals indirectly involved in the affair”
speaker group while it did not get any significant ratio in the “Individuals directly involved in the
affair” speaker group. These patterns got affected by the fact that most of news articles about
France that collected for this master thesis mainly covered the November 2015 Paris attacks.
Reporting the Paris attacks, news agencies included a large amount of quotes from the bereaved
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and witnesses in news articles rather than quotes from other speaker groups. So, France got a
high level of percentage in the “Individuals indirectly involved in the affair” speaker group
instead of the “Individuals directly involved in the affair” one. This is because the death toll of
those tragic events was high, so that journalists could not get quotes from casualties, especially
from the dead. Instead, journalists got quotes from ordinary people including Parisians. This
attributed to a high percentage in sourcing of the “Public opinion” speaker group.
It must be noted that since the November 2015 Paris attacks completely got all news
media for a long time, this must have affected the results of the research. However, some points
from French case are still worth to discuss. This coverage pattern found during the research
period may not be hard to be generalized, but a high percentage in souring of ordinary people
implies that news agencies could present various perspectives come from the general public
more than they do now. As discussed in chapter 2.4, the position of journalism in society affords
journalists a better view of the top than of either the bottom or middle. This inherent feature in
journalism makes them be closer to people who have authority. Even though this is easier for
news agencies to represent the powerful, they can still seek more various views from different
speakers in society for pursuing multiperspectival news as seen in the French case.

4.5.4 The U.K., All Quotes Lead to the Powerful
News agencies showed patterns in news articles for the U.K. that quoting both domestic and
international political elites the most. In news articles for the U.K., the “Executive/Bureaucratic”
speaker group and the “Foreign and international” speaker group were quoted the most. As
<table 8> shows, the “Executive/Bureaucratic” group got 28.6 percents, and the “Foreign and
international” group got 19.9 percents. This indicates news agencies quotes a lot from those two
speaker groups which represent politically influential people at a domestic and an international
level. The main reason why news agencies tend to use those particular groups of speakers in
sourcing a lot is because of news articles covering the British exit referendum issues, “Brexit”.
Regarding the Brexit case, journalists quoted various British politicians including Prime Minister,
spokesmen of different ministries, as well as international political figures such as delegates of
other nations, EU commissioners, and European Council President.
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One more interesting feature found in the U.K. case was a high ratio in the
“Unidentified/Unspecified” speaker group (13.4%). A big part of this also stemmed from
prominent coverage on the Brexit issue regarding all political dynamics in the relationship
between the U.K. and the European Union (EU). News agencies put a large amount of sources
called such as “a source”, “an EU diplomat”, and “British officials” when they cover Britain’s
close EU ally and a realizable possibility of an exit from EU. As seen in those cases, news
agencies did not specify or identify sources. However, those sources still can be considered as
political elites since news agencies mentioned some clues that could roughly trace their positions
such as “a diplomat” or “one government official”.
Over

all,

dominance

of

those

three

particular

groups

of

speakers,

“Executive/Bureancratic”, “Foreign and international”, and “Unidentified/Unspecified” all leads
to high ratios in quoting the powerful. This shows the fondness of news agencies is tilted towards
certain speaker groups who got the power, without evenly distributing lines in news articles to
various speaker groups. As seen in this coverage pattern for the U.K, news agencies arguably
make public officials the most frequent and regular source, presenting perspectives of the top
rather than others (Gans, 1979).

This master thesis asked in Research Question 3 how each speaker is dominant in quotes. As
discussed, the findings showed universal coverage patterns as well as some specific coverage
patterns for each country. As mainly seen in chapter 4.5 and its subheadings, news agencies
showed some flexible coverage patterns that could be easily adjusted for certain countries and
main issues that covered in news articles for the nation. This implies some potential that news
agencies could improve journalism, seeking more diversity by quoting various sources.
However, as mainly discussed in chapter 4.4 and its subheadings, it seems like news
agencies still have very firm preference for certain speaker groups in quoting. They showed
explicit directions on how to put perspectives of the powerful in news articles. Political elites
who are dominant among many others are mostly sorted into only a few particular speaker
groups, “Executive/Bureaucratic” and “Foreign and international”. These restricted coverage
patterns in sourcing do not help news agencies to pursue more diversity.
In contrast to this strong dominance of particular sources, news agencies hardly present
perspectives from ordinary people along with other various speakers in society. This feature was
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found first in a low ratio in sourcing of the “Public opinion” speaker group. Also neglectful
source use in other various perspectives also appeared in highly concentrated dominance on only
a few particular speaker groups. On the whole, news agencies’ coverage patterns in quoting
sources are deficient in pursuing multiperspectival news.

4.6 Frequent Use of Direct Quotes
The audience tends to take direct quotes more seriously than other types of quotes. For this
reason, how to put quotes could affect an effective delivery of certain perspectives. This analysis
was performed at a paragraph level. Only paragraphs that contain quotes were investigated. This
part answers to the research question:
Research Question 4: What is the type of quotes used the most?
Assuming that the best way to quote sources is using direct quotes according to several
guidebooks for journalists, the research looked into the usage of different types of quotes in news
articles. Generally all cases showed prominent use of direct quotes. As <table 9> shows, direct
quotes got 44.5 percents while indirect quotes (36.1%) and partial/incomplete (17.1%) quotes got
smaller figures.
Germany got the highest percentage in direct quotes use among other nations, getting
52.3 percents. This figure is much bigger than the total number (44.5%). Sweden, the U.K. and
France followed, getting 46 percents, 45.9 percents, and 42.1 percents respectively. These
nations all got figures over the total number. Meanwhile, two countries, the Netherlands (40.5%)
and Switzerland (37.6%) got ratios quite a bit under the total figure. The results revealed that
although there are some differences between figures in direct quotes use for countries, it still
shows one universal coverage pattern that news agencies use direct quotes the most no matter
what nation they cover.

4.6.1 Other Patterns in Quotes Use
As mentioned in chapter 4.6, news agencies showed a universal coverage pattern, using direct
quotes the most. Some other interesting coverage features for certain countries were also found
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from the research results. First, the ratio in indirect quote use was higher than the one in direct
quotes use for Switzerland. The results generally showed the pattern that countries got the
biggest ratio in direct quotes use. Then usually the figure in indirect quotes use followed.
However, the Swiss case works in the other way around. As <table 9> shows, Switzerland got
37.6 percents in direct quotes use while it got 45.7 percents in indirect quotes use.
The reason why Switzerland got this unusual coverage pattern is because of its prominent
coverage on international politics. Considering the fact that Switzerland is one of the central
countries for international politics, it is natural that the country gets the prominent news coverage
on international political affairs. For example, the United Nation office is located in Geneva,
Switzerland. So many news articles for Switzerland are about political events held by UN. In this
regard, various global political cases are covered by news agencies in a location where it happens.
In this case, it is Switzerland.
There are mainly two reasons why Switzerland got a high ratio in indirect quotes use.
Firstly, journalists tend to use indirect quotes when the source speaks on condition of anonymity
because of the sensitivity of the matter. This happens a lot especially the article is about
international political issues including terrorism and counter-terrorism cases. Also, journalists
tend to use indirect quotes, paraphrasing especially when they report news about international
institutes or international conference since it is hard to keep reported speech a minimum in those
cases. They use indirect quotes, so they could recap the whole situation or the gist of the entire
event within a few sentences.
Some other interesting features in quotes usage were also found. The results showed
some coverage patterns of news agencies in partial/incomplete quotes use. Although using
partial/incomplete quotes is not that recommended (Reuters, 2014), all countries showed quite
considerable figures in partial/incomplete quotes use. The total mean number in this category
was 15.2 percents. The U.K. got the highest ratio, getting 19.3 percents. This feature was found
in cases that news agencies cover news about international politics, and especially when they
quote high-status political elites. For example, Journalists were apt to pick particular words or
lines from statements of British minister (by then) David Cameron or U.S. president Barack.
Journalists try to offer the audience adequate contexts of certain occurrences or utterances by
using partial words or lines from their full speech. By quoting particular parts out of the
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speaker’s exact words, journalists try to highlight the essence of the article and guide the
direction of news articles to certain ways.
This master thesis asked in Research Question 4 what type of quotes is used the most.
The research results showed that news agencies tend to use direct quotes more than other types
of quotes no matter what nation they manly cover. The Swiss case was the only exception in this
coverage pattern. It indicates that news agencies try to put the best quotes that journalists could
ever get, by sources in forms of either direct or indirect quotes. Although the findings revealed
that news agencies also tend to use quite a bit of partial/incomplete quotes, most of the cases
provided certain circumstances or contexts that made journalists pick this way of quoting.
Journalists could have been given up on using those sources that they collected though, they did
not. This can be considered as an effort to provide abundant information and various perspectives
to the public.
Table 9. Types of quotes
Nation
Quote type

Total
France

Germany

U.K.

Netherlands

Sweden

Switzerland

Direct quote

42.1%

52.3%

45.9%

40.5%

46.0%

37.6%

44.5%

Indirect quote

35.3%

28.8%

32.6%

40.0%

38.7%

45.7%

36.1%

Partial/incomplete
quote

16.8%

17.3%

19.3%

18.2%

14.7%

15.2%

17.1%

Combination

5.8%

1.6%

2.3%

1.3%

0.5%

1.4%

2.4%

Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%
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5 Discussion
Since the idea of multiperspectival news is an alternative, it is all about admitting that today’s
journalism could be better and working on to pursue it. As many scholars noted already
journalism has made so much improvement over time. At the same time scholars also claimed
that they still could make further improvement. Among other things, Gans (2011) stressed the
critical role of journalists. He noted that journalists need to further away from being
stenographers for public officials, pay less attention to atypical happenings and extreme behavior,
and become more analytic and reflexive about topics other than electoral politics (Gans, 2011).
From this need for further change, news becoming more multiperspectival became one good way
to approach to its goal closer. Despite the relevance of this concept, empirical research on this
issue is still not enough. In response to this, this paper developed the research to look into
multiperspectival news.
There are two main ideas of this study. One is journalistic sourcing as also knows as
quotes, and the other is its speakers. So, the research aims to examine how much news agencies
quote and how much they use various speakers to answer to the generic research question, “Are
they multiperspectival?” Since the audience highly values quotes in news articles (Reuters, 2014)
and so do journalists, this would directly affect press performance. In addition, unlike other
features of journalism, sourcing is sorely up to journalistic leeway since journalists are the ones
who pick the suitable news sources. This understanding brings the study to examine news quotes
and makes it also wonder how much news agencies are representative. As Gans (1979) noted
once, journalistic representation does not always mean the media advocates certain groups of
people such as politicians of course. However, journalistic representation itself could be highly
helpful especially for those people who want to be recognized by others and this feature can be
completely applied to political elites since they want more attention from the public and the
media. Also, several strains of democratic normative theory posit that the press should foster a
wide-ranging debate among diverse kinds of individuals and organizations (Benson, 2009). For
these many reasons, journalistic representation which can be realized in a way, sourcing is
crucial for pursuing multiperspectival news.
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5.1 Summary of Empirical Findings
The paper has developed the research and formulated a few research questions to dissect
multiperspectivalness of news agencies. The results showed some features that could nurture
multiperspectival news and it also revealed some undesirable features of news agencies in terms
of pursuing a better version of journalism. One thing the study found the most valuable out of
other features that could be helpful to encourage multiperspectivalness of journalism was that
news agencies use quotes at a high rate no matter what country and what political issue they
mainly cover. As we already discussed before, the more journalists put quotes from trustworthy
sources the more the audience would value the article. So, actively using quotes could be a
fruitful way to appeal press performance and present various speakers to the audience.
Even though it seemed like news agencies put quotes in a high frequency throughout all
types of news articles regardless of nation that they mainly cover, other findings showed the
limitation as well. There were not only quantitative differences between the amounts of news
coverage by nation but also qualitative differences between sources use patterns by country.
Although there were some common news coverage patterns regardless of the nation, the study
shall focus on potential and further improvement that need to be achieved. First of all,
quantitatively there were discernible differences between the numbers of news articles about big
and small countries. That is, news agencies tend to cover a lot more news about big countries
than small countries. Also, journalists are apt to write much lengthier news articles when they
cover big countries. Qualitatively there were also differences in terms of big and small countries.
Even though there was a common feature that both big and small nations got similar frequencies
in quotes use, journalists tend to put more various sources in articles when it comes to news
coverage on big countries.
Apart from the discrepancies between news coverage of big and small countries, there
were commonly observed patterns from all nations that hinder pursuing news more
multiperspectival. It was clear from the data that the news of news agencies was quite dominated
to a great extent by political elite voices. The findings revealed that governmental and dominant
political figures and institutions including judicial and center parties make up on average 36.9
percents of speakers cited in the news agencies articles. Meanwhile, unaffiliated individuals
including public opinion make up on average 17.3 percents of speakers quoted in the news
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produced by news wires. It shows news agencies gives less voice to civil society viewpoints.
Also, considering the fact that the data makes up on only average 2.2 percents of peripheral
political party and legislative speakers cited in the news, especially when many peripheral parties
serve political functions taken up by social movement organizations in society, it becomes more
obvious that news agencies do not present the voiceless.
Another interesting feature found from the data was poor press performance of news
agencies in terms of presenting various perspectives. Some coverage patterns seemed like to
collide with the general features of multiperspectival news that Gans (1979) suggested. As this
paper discussed before, there are a few features of multiperspectival news. Although seminal
studies present multiperspectival news as an alternative which usually has different features with
today’s news, the findings showed that press performance of news agencies goes to the other way
with the suggested features of multiperspectival news. Firstly, their news coverage was not more
national. One feature of multiperspectival new is seeking to report comprehensively more about
more national and nationwide agencies and institutions. In contrast, news agencies tended to
cover other themes that would be sorted into the “International politics” category and they were
also apt to quote the “Foreign and international” speaker group a lot.
Second, multiperspectival news would add a bottom-up view to the current top-down
approach. This could be achieved by covering not only reactions from high governmental
officials but also from citizens when the media cover political news. However, the findings rather
showed an opposite of this feature. All countries generally showed a tendency to cite high
officials. They got most of the quotes from a few particular speaker groups including
“Executive/bureaucratic”, “Foreign and international”, “Judicial”, and “Center legislative”
speaker groups rather than groups who could present civil voices such as “Public opinion”,
“Trade unions”, “Religious” and “Associations”. This revealed that news agencies are still more
elitist and populist rather than multperspectival.
Lastly, multiperspectival news would aim to be more representative, reporting on the
activities and opinions of ordinary people. In a similar vein that this paper already mentioned
above, news agencies rather present a few prestigious groups of speakers. News agencies stress
more emphasis on news about certain countries which are mostly big countries, and their
journalists distribute the newshole to certain groups of speaker by putting more words presenting
these political elites in news articles. Although journalistic representation does not necessarily
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mean acting as advocates or like elected officials, further improvement on this lack of
journalistic representation on ordinary people is still desirable. As a result, it is quite hard to
claim that the news of news agencies is ideal when it comes to pursuing multiperspectival
journalism, so that further improvement is still needed especially on the part of the news media
that represent the general.

5.2 Being Multiperspectival, How?
As we already discussed before, journalistic representation can be achieved in certain ways and
sourcing was one of them. Gans (2011) made a clear point that journalists cannot take on
deliberate political roles since they need to be objective. However, they can represent the people
in and beyond the news audience in their news reporting and writing. Gans suggested two
specific ways to perform this. First, the news media can provide news and other information
“about” the various different sectors, especially those who do not get sufficient representation by
their elected representatives, the voiceless. Second, the news media can supply news and other
information “for” specific sectors of the population by supplying them news they need. Gans
called the first representation “general representation” and the second one “targeted
representation”. For general representation, he claimed that news media need to focus on
national issues to serve interest of the general public. Is this regard, the news media ought to
report more on how the nation and the government look to other parts of the country. For
targeted representation can be achieved by targeted news media including magazines. For
example, people who would know more about politics can subscribe Politico. Benson (2009)
suggested that newspapers can be more multiperspectival by using the multi-genre format. For
example, the debate ensemble format is oriented toward facilitating wide-ranging public
deliberation.
While seminal studies suggested many different ways to get further improvement for
news being multiperspectival, this study could address some alternatives in terms of news
agencies as well. Instead of using so many different levels of news platforms as Gans suggested,
making full use of the function of news agencies as wholesaler would be practical. For example,
news media could add more quotes in news articles from various speaker groups other than just
citing a few particular speaker groups who are often politically influential. Journalists could
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intentionally put more quotes from those people who could encourage news articles to be more
multiperspectival by offering different opinions rather than conventional ones. News agencies
also try to produce more articles in various forms such as interview, opinion, commentary, etc.,
rather than straight news articles as straight news articles tend to more focus on delivering hard
fact. Considering the feature of the news industry that once wholesaler which is news agency
writes articles then retail media which are all other news platforms would rewrite them word for
word, this could be a very practical and efficient way to make news more multiperspectival.
Seminal studies also stressed the changes occurring in the news industry especially in terms of
the internet era and digital news. News agencies could perform better in this regard as well.
Considering the fact that major news agencies changed their management tactics from not
directly interacting with the public to serving their own audience and appealing their brand
power, news agencies utilize their own websites to deliver additional information on certain
issues and more in-depth news coverage to the audience. Once they implement reforms via
internet, the tendency that other retail media would draw their level with the one of news
agencies would get strengthen.

5.3 Future Research and Limitations
The findings in this paper helped to add more potential on news being multiperspectival. News
agencies at an international level were examined. News quotes and speakers in political news
were thoroughly investigated. However, this paper also has some limitations that could be
possibly examined in future study.
First, the study was limited to investigate only quotes and speakers in news articles.
Multiperspectival news can nurture democracy, but putting various perspectives in news articles
does not guarantee the quality of discourse. So, further discussion on qualities of
multiperspectival news including comprehensiveness, depth of argumentation, and tones of
critical quotes could be examined more in future research.
Second, the generalization would be a bit hard when news articles were collected just for
a year. Only a few big issues of the year would get most of the media attention, and this would
affect the results in a way. In this regard, it would be fruitful if future research would do more
long-term research and connect more dots.
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This master thesis aims to see if news agencies are multiperspectival enough to present from the
powerful to the voiceless. Being in a belief that today’s journalism can be improved and this can
be realized by seeking diversity may be a naïve attitude to have. However, this master thesis has
thrown some light on this pure expectation towards journalism. As seen in cases of the NYTimes
and the Independent, I hope journalism can engage more audience and strengthen their
newsroom by actively seeking and trying out many alternatives, so that they could eventually
make improvement for everyone.
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Appendix 1 – Codebook
Units of analysis: News articles
Units of coding: Paragraphs of the article including quotes
Date of collection: 1st of January ~ 31st of December, 2015
Date of publication: (ddmmyy)

Independent variables
Nation: Telephone code of the nation that the articles about
1. France
2. Germany
3. U.K
4. Netherlands
5. Sweden
6. Switzerland

News agency:
1. Reuters
2. AP
3. AFP

Article format:
1. Straight
2. Opinion/Column
3. Interview
4. Others

The length of the article: (

) words in total
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Dependent variables: Article level
The main subject of the article: The main subject of the article could be classified into three
categories according to its content.
What is the main subject of the article about?
1. Mainly about domestic politics/policy: Most part of the given article covered the
content about domestic politics or policy of the country.
2. Regarding other countries: Most part of the given article covered the content
regarding other countries.
3. Purely about international politics: Most part of the given article covered the content
purely about international politics.
4. Others

The number of sources: (

) sources in total

The number of sources could be examined by counting the number of speakers. Speakers are the
ones who were paraphrased or quoted within the given article.

The number of paragraphs: (

) paragraphs in total

The number of paragraphs including quotes or paraphrasing: (

) paragraphs in total

Dependent variable: Paragraph level
Quotes: Whether the paragraph includes quotes.
Does the paragraph include quotes?
1. Yes (Including quotes)
2. No (Not including any quote)

Types of quotes: Types of paraphrase and quotes.
What is the type of the given quote?
1.

Direct quotations: The exact words that were spoken by somebody. Those are
identified by the use of quotation marks.
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2.

Indirect quotations: A paraphrasing that the journalist’s version of what someone
said. Those are identified when quotation marks are not used around the words.

3.

Partial/Incomplete quotes: When the journalist quote the speaker’s exact words with
some words left out.

4.

Paraphrasing: Texts that involve putting a passage from source material into
journalists’ own words.

5.

Combination: Texts that include two or more types of quotes described above

6.

Others

99. None

Speakers of quotes: The main speaker of news sources within the given paragraph.
Who is the main speaker of the given quote?
(* The description is attached)
1. Executive/Bureaucratic
2. Judicial
3. Center legislative
4. Center political parties
5. Peripheral political party and legislative
6. Business
7. Trade unions
8. Religious
9. University/Research
10. Associations
11. Journalistic
12. Foreign and international
13. Public opinion
14. Individuals directly involved in the affair
15. Individuals indirectly involved in the affair
16. Unidentified/Unspecified
17. Others
18. Multiple speakers appeared
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99. None

Text contents: News contents mainly presented within the given paragraph.
What does the paragraph mainly about?
1. Fact: Information directly/indirectly relates to the issue itself including recaps
and summarizing of the case.
2. Context: Contextual information that offers additional information other than
the event itself including history, background, or any other forms of additional
information. Texts content that refined by journalists, i.e. paraphrasing of
original texts.
3. Context': Contextual information that offers additional information other than
the event itself including history, background, or any other forms of additional
information. Texts content directly come from speakers, i.e. quotes from
researcher, specialist.
4. Interpretation: Information including journalistic interpretation, prospect
about the case, and description of the scene depicted by journalists.
5. Opinion: Information showing reactions of certain social actors about the case,
i.e. public opinion.
6. Others
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Appendix 2 – Speaker groups
Institutional fields (17)

Description

1. Executive/Bureaucratic

Elected Executives (President, Governor, Mayor), Appointed
Officials (Cabinet ministers, the Secretary of U.S., etc.), Civil
Service bureaucrats, Military, and Police

2. Judicial

Court decisions, Judges, Lawyers (advocates for individual
clients)

3. Center legislative

Elected Legislators from dominant left or right political parties

4. Center political parties

Dominant left or right political parties (eg. Democratic and
Republican in U.S.)

5. Peripheral political party Peripheral left or right political parties and/or elected legislators
and legislative
6. Business

Publicly-traded and privately-owned businesses, and businesses
lobbying organizations

7. Trade unions

Specific labor unions and broad labor federations

8. Religious

Churches, synagogues, mosques, and religion-based centers

9. University/Research

Universities, ‘Think Tanks’, other research centers, and scholars

10. Associations

Humanitarian, anti-racist, pro/anti-particular objects, and diverse
other voluntary associations

11. Journalistic

News and commentary-oriented media, whether newspapers,
magazines, television, or radio (coded if presenting new
information or promoting a viewpoint, not when serving as a
venue for other institutional fields)

12.
Foreign
international

and Foreign governments, foreign political or civil society
organizations, international regulatory or governmental bodies
(United Nations, European Commission, WTO, etc.)

13. Public opinion

Polling agencies or categories of poll respondents (male versus
female, racial-ethnic, age, educational or income level, regional
location etc.), and any forms of the gathering of individuals
including any voluntary association such as non-governmental
organization (NGO), interest group, etc.
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14. Individuals directly People who directly involved (concerned) in the case
involved in the affair
15. Individuals indirectly People who indirectly involved (concerned) in the case. Those are
involved in the affair
not particularly public figure but mostly considered to have more
salient status with the case than the public
16.
Unidentified/Unspecified

Resources unidentified or unspecified within the given article.
For example ‘an unidentified diplomatic source’ is regarded as
the unidentified, and those who mentioned just as ‘critics’,
‘experts’ or ‘officials’ without specific affiliation are considered
as the unspecified

17. Others

Others not included in any categories above

18. Multiple speakers

In a case that more than one speaker appeared within the given
paragraph sorted into this category
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Appendix 3 – Dominance of speaker (complete ver.)
Nation
Quotes

Total
France

Executive/
Bureaucratic
Association

Journalistic
Foreign and
international
Public opinion
Individuals
directly involved in
the affair
Individuals
indirectly involved
in the affair
Unidentified/
Unspecified
Others
Multiple speakers
appeared

Judicial

Center legislative

Center political
parties
Peripheral political
party and legislative

Business

Trade union

Germany

U.K.

Netherlands

Sweden

Switzerland

323

260

297

202

302

154

1538

30.0%

26.7%

28.6%

28.7%

38.6%

22.1%

29.2%

38

33

42

42

29

13

197

3.5%

3.4%

4.0%

6.0%

3.7%

1.9%

3.7%

35

49

12

39

34

14

183

3.3%

5.0%

1.2%

5.5%

4.3%

2.0%

3.5%

159

86

207

45

112

126

735

14.8%

8.8%

19.9%

6.4%

14.3%

18.1%

14.0%

66

30

48

20

10

23

197

6.1%

3.1%

4.6%

2.8%

1.3%

3.3%

3.7%

59

160

47

27

54

46

393

5.5%

16.5%

4.5%

3.8%

6.9%

6.6%

7.5%

82

23

1

12

1

5

124

7.6%

2.4%

0.1%

1.7%

0.1%

0.7%

2.4%

127

64

139

55

47

78

510

11.8%

6.6%

13.4%

7.8%

6.0%

11.2%

9.7%

23

77

9

60

29

8

206

2.1%

7.9%

0.9%

8.5%

3.7%

1.1%

3.9%

12

10

11

10

5

9

57

1.1%

1.0%

1.1%

1.4%

0.6%

1.3%

1.1%

41

17

21

33

21

29

162

3.8%

1.7%

2.0%

4.7%

2.7%

4.2%

3.1%

25

21

56

4

30

66

202

2.3%

2.2%

5.4%

0.6%

3.8%

9.5%

3.8%

0

3

10

0

18

11
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0.3%
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1.6%
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8

13
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6

0
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0.8%

1.3%

10.4%

0.8%
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6
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5.6%
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4.7%

9.5%
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1

1

0

0

0
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0.1%
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7

1

7

4

0
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0.7%

0.7%

0.1%

1.0%

0.5%

0.0%

0.5%

43

85

65

36

43

48
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8.7%

6.3%

5.1%

5.5%

6.9%

6.1%

1075

972

1038

703

782

696

5266

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%
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